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Overview

i.


Important methodology remarks
The automotive figures presented in the following automotive report corresponds to a “large acceptation”
of automotive electronics. Indeed:
o

The “turnover” figures correspond to the price of the electronic sub-systems sold by the
automakers to the customers. Therefore, this turnover includes the turnover of automotive
electronics generated by the automakers (including their margin). Contrary to the calculation
methodology of the other end-user reports, it does not only correspond to the price of the
automotive electronics sub-systems sold by electronics suppliers (Bosch, etc.);

o

The “employment” figures correspond to the sum of the automotive electronics employees at
every step of the automotive electronics value chain (automakers + automotive electronics tier
1, 2 and 3 suppliers + automotive semiconductors suppliers). In the other end-user reports of
this study, the “employment” figures (mostly measured by the Eurostat SBS industry database),
correspond to the equivalent of the employees of the automotive electronics tier 1 suppliers only
(excluding automakers, automotive tier 2 & 3 suppliers and automotive semiconductors
suppliers).



As a consequence, in order to be more precise in the measure of the global electronic equipment
production and to ease the comparison between the different segments, the figures corresponding to
“Automotive electronics” presented in the pyramids and in the overviews have been adapted to feat the
methodology of Eurostat used in the other end-user segments. This is the reason why:
o

In 2017, the estimated world production of automotive electronics in this automotive report is 530
B €;

o

In 2017, the estimated world production of automotive electronics used in the pyramids and in
the electronics equipments comparisons is 306 B €.
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ii.

Segment characteristics

Market Size
Automotive electronics production represented 306 billion euros in 20171, that is 16% of the world electronic
production2. In other words, Automotive is the fourth global electronic market in 2017 after telecommunication
(€ 405 M, 21%), industrial (€ 383 M, 20%) and data processing (€ 379 M, 19%).

Growth
Automotive electronics production registered a strong compound annual growth rate (CAGR) within the 2012-2017
period compared to the other electronics applications (Audio-Video, Home appliances, Data processing,
Telecommunications, Aerospace/Defence/Security, Industrial/Medical), with a CAGR of 6%. Automotive electronics
benefited from the third highest CAGR after Health & Care (10% CAGR), and the industrial segment (7.6% CAGR).
Furthermore, automotive electronics production is expected to register the highest CAGR within the 2017-2022
period compared to the other electronics applications, with an estimated CAGR of 10%3.
As a consequence, automotive is expected to represent € 493 B by 2022 and to outreach the telecommunication
and the PC & data processing segments by 2022-2025.
The global automotive electronics production is driven by two main factors:


The world automotive production in unit, driven by emerging markets, benefits from significant growth with
an estimated average annual growth rate of more than 3% over the 2017-2022 period;



The average percentage of electronics in the added value of an automotive will also benefits from high
growth over the period 2017-2022 (5% CAGR). Its main driver will be Advanced Driving Assistance
Systems (ADAS) but also Infotainment and the main beneficiaries of this growth will be embedded software
developers.

Automotive IC is the end-user application that is growing the fastest with 13.4% compound annual growth rate over
the period 2016-2021. Although automotive IC sales only represent 7.7% of total IC sales in 2017 (far less than
computer, communications and consumer applications), this market is expected to account for nearly 10% of total
IC sales in 2021, which would make it the third-largest end-use application for ICs, slightly ahead of the consumer
segment.

2

8

3

DECISION Études & Conseil
DECISION Études & Conseil, IC Insights
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Electronic equipment production by segment in 2017 (M €)

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil
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iii.

Employees, turnover and key indicators in the EU

Automotive
In 2017, the automotive industry provided between 2 and 2.5 million jobs and generated 371 B € in the EU. 80% of
the growth in this industry is expected to occur outside the EU but will benefit to the EU’s actors.
In 2017, the automotive services provided between 5.5 million jobs and generated 572 B € in the EU.
In other words, the EU automotive sector (industry and services) contributes directly to almost 6,5% of the EU’s
GDP.

Automotive electronics
In 2017, the automotive electronics sector provided 1 162 000 jobs and generated a turnover of € 145 B in the EU.
In other words, the EU automotive electronics sector contributes directly to 1% of the EU’s GDP.


In 2017, the automotive electronics sector provided 307 000 high skilled jobs in engineering offices, R&D
offices and headquarters. These skilled jobs generated a turnover of € 55 B in the EU;



In 2017, the automotive electronics sector provided 855 000 jobs in factories. These jobs generated a
turnover of € 91 B in the EU;



The European automotive IC consumption represented € 9 B in 2018.

Table – 2017 – Automotive Electronics – EU key indicators

Source: DECISION Études & Conseil
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iv. The EU’s position in the world
A. Key message
The EU automotive sector is very strong. Yet, the EU automotive electronics sector is even stronger, not only in
terms of high value-added activities (engineering, R&D, etc.), but also in terms of factory production.
In 2017, Automotive electronics is the first electronics end-user segment in Europe, ahead of the industrial segment
and the Aerospace/Defence/Security segment.

B. GDP
The European Union's GDP was estimated to be € 15.35 trillion (nominal) in 2018, representing 22% of global
economy (nominal global GDP).

C. Automotive production
In 2017, 20% of the cars produced globally are assembled in the European Union, which makes the European
Union the second vehicle assembly region at the global scale after China (29%) and before North America (18%).
Furthermore, the EU car assembly compound annual growth rate in the 2012-2017 period (3%), is equal to the
global car assembly growth during the same period (3,2%). Such automotive assembly in the EU is a major factor
of development of automotive electronics in the EU because for supply chain management purpose, carmakers
prefer suppliers who produce close to the car assembly locations.
In 2016, 35% of the motors produced globally were made by firms whose principal shareholders were
headquartered in an EU Member state, which makes the European Union the first region at the global scale
regarding that criterion before Japan (23%), the North America (15%) and China (12%). The annual growth of these
EU producers in 2016 was in line with the global growth of the automotive production (respectively 4% and 5%).

D. Automotive electronics production
In 2017, 28% of the global automotive electronics turnover was generated in the EU. The same year, 26% of
the of the people employed in automotive electronics at the global scale were located in the EU. In other words, the
EU is the first region at the global scale in automotive electronics production (hardware and software), both in terms
of turnover and employment, before China (18%) and North America (18%).


In 2017, the EU automotive electronics turnover generated by office activities (engineering offices
and headquarters), accounted for 33% of the global automotive electronics turnover from office
activities. In other words, in 2017, the EU was the first region in terms of automotive electronics office
activities (hardware and software), before North America (18%). The same year, 32% of the global
employees in automotive electronics engineering offices and headquarters were located in the EU in 2017.
The EU is therefore very well positioned in terms of skilled jobs, engineering and R&D activities in

11
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In 2017, the EU automotive electronics turnover generated by factories, accounted for 25% of the
global automotive electronics turnover. In other words, in 2017, the EU was the first region in terms of
automotive electronics turnover generated by factories (hardware only), before China (21%). The same
year, 24% of the global employees in automotive electronics factories were located in the EU. The EU is
therefore very well positioned not only in terms of skilled jobs, engineering and R&D activities in automotive
electronics, but also in terms of production from factories;

The estimated EU CAGR 2017-2022 in terms of automotive electronics is 8,5%, slightly below the global average
CAGR of 10%. China’s production is expected to reach the equivalent of 90% of EU’s production in 2022.
In 2017, 40% of the automotive electronics turnover was generated by firms whose principal shareholders
were headquartered in an EU member state, which makes the European Union by far the first region at the global
scale regarding that criterion before Japan (24%) and North America (16%). In comparison, in 2017, 39% of the
automotive electronics turnover was generated by firms whose principal shareholders were headquartered in Asia
(China, Japan and other Asia & Pacific), less than in the EU.

E. Automotive semiconductor production & consumption
Asia-Pacific first passed Europe to become the largest total automotive IC market in 2015. It is forecast to hold a
37% share in 2021, up from an expected 35% share in 2017. The Asia-Pacific automotive IC market is forecast to
be 20% larger than that of Europe in 2021;
From 2016 to 2021, although all geographic regions are forecast to enjoy strong automotive IC sales growth, Europe
will experience the smallest growth with a 12.5% compound annual growth rate.
In 2017, 28% of the automotive IC turnover was generated by firms whose principal shareholders were
headquartered in an EU member state, which makes the European Union the first region at the global scale
regarding that criterion before Japan (24%), North America (21%) and China (16%).
There is a dichotomy between advanced technologies (MPU / MCU), and older technologies in Europe.
-

In terms of production of older technologies, the EU remain well positioned in particular thanks to the
size and the growth of the industrial, automotive and aeronautics/defense/security end-user segments.

-

On the contrary, advanced technologies are no longer manufactured in Europe (except for the design
and for a few very specific advanced technologies), so that Europe will soon become dependent of Asia
regarding these technologies (leading to sovereign risks, climatic risks like earthquake, etc.). This
dependence should impact the automotive segment within the following decade. Indeed, automotive quality
standards are very high, leading to the quasi-systematic adoption of old technologies that have been proven
reliable. As a consequence, it traditionally lasts a decade between the production of an IC new technology
and its large-scale integration into automotives.
The manufacture of advanced technologies is leaving the EU because of the lack of public investment to
support the manufacture of such technologies compared the US and Asia (in particular China).
Yet, in terms of capital ownership, the EU players are still well positioned on advanced technologies:
Infineon, STMicroelectronics, NXP and XFab. As a consequence, the middle-term risk only concerns the
production of advanced technologies in Europe but do not concerns the know-how (patents, skilled-jobs,

12
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Automotive will be impacted by this phenomenon through every new application that involves advanced
technologies (ADAS in the first place). Yet, power electronics do not involve advanced technologies and
represent a great part of automotive electronics.

v.


Four leaders at the global scale
In 2017 at the global scale, the automotive electronics production was clearly dominated by four countries:
China (18% market shares), the USA (13% market shares), Japan (12% market shares), and Germany
(10% market shares). Their cumulated turnover accounted for 53% of the global turnover in 2017;



The automotive electronics turnovers generated by each of these four countries are quite similar in 2017.
Indeed, German’s automotive electronics turnover (the fourth country) represented 56% of China’s
automotive electronics turnover (the first country) in 2017;



The other countries are quite negligible in comparison with those four leaders. Indeed, India’s automotive
electronics turnover (the fifth country) represented only 3.2% of the global automotive electronics turnover
in 2017;



For already more than 10 years, China is the first country in terms of automotive electronics at the global
scale. In 2017, China’s turnover represented 18% of the global turnover and almost 20% of the people
employed in the world in automotive electronics. China is the first country in terms of automotive electronics
factory production, but China is also the fourth country in terms of automotive electronics engineering,
R&D and supporting function with 12,3% market shares against 17,4% for the first country (Japan).

vi. The predominance of Germany in the EU
In 2017 and for decades, the EU automotive electronics production have clearly been dominated by one country:
Germany. Germany’s turnover in automotive electronics accounted for 37% of the EU total turnover in 2017.
Besides, 32% of the people employed in the EU automotive electronics industry in 2017 were located in Germany.


In 2017, in terms of engineering offices, R&D offices and supporting functions, Germany’s turnover in
automotive electronics accounted for 49% of the EU turnover and 43% of the jobs within the EU;



Furthermore, for decades, Germany’s policy consists in outsourcing low-cost jobs dedicated to automotive
production in a few east European countries (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria and Hungary), in
order to rise its competitiveness, the profitability of its companies and its ability to export. Germany benefits
not only from its geographic proximity with these countries, but also from the high similarities in terms of
languages and culture. As a result of this strategy, Germany and its hinterland (Poland, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Austria and Hungary), accounted in 2017 for 56% of the EU’s total automotive electronics
turnover (€ 50 988 M) and for 53% of EU’s total automotive electronics jobs (with 428 736 jobs) in terms
of factory production;



France is the second EU country in terms of automotive electronics. Yet, France’s turnover in automotive
electronics only accounted for 22% of Germany’s turnover and 8% of the EU total turnover in automotive
electronics in 2017.
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vii. The will of China to take the lead at every step of
the global value chain
As presented in the figures below, Chinese carmakers and automotive electronics suppliers are already key players
at the global scale.
In its plan named “Made in China 2025”, China clearly announced its willingness not only to maintain and develop
its position of automotive electronics manufacturing superpower, but also to take the lead at every step of the global
value chain.
In order to achieve this ambitious goal, China exploit every opportunity:


First, China uses its huge domestic market to set up Chinese leaders in every industrial segment. Indeed,
this huge domestic market enables incredibly high scale-economies. Once the Chinese government
reserved a great proportion of its domestic market shares to a specific Chinese company, such a company
automatically benefits from the required scale-economies to become a global leader in its segment. Among
the policy tools used by the Chinese government to protect its domestic companies, there are:
o

The prohibition for any foreign company to buy more than 50% of the shares of a Chinese
company;

o

The Chinese government is very proactive in terms of regulations to fight against pollution
(including CO2 and NOx emissions). Yet, the Chinese government usually provides the technical
specifications of such new regulations to foreign producers only 3 months before their entry into
force. The Chinese government provides the technical specifications to Chinese producers
significantly earlier in order to give them competitive advantages.



Second, China uses the power of attraction of its huge domestic market to set up joint ventures in China
with as many foreign companies as possible. Indeed, since 1994, foreign group moving to China must to
form joint ventures in which they cannot hold more than 50% of the shares, the other 50% being hold by
Chinese shareholders. This legal structure has many advantages for China:
1.

It allows Chinese counterparts to accelerate technology transfers;

2.

It allows Chinese counterparts to impose the set-up of engineering offices, R&D offices and regional
headquarters in China;

3.


It leaves the door open for an eventual future redemption of the rest of the shares by Chinese players.

Third, on every segment, once Chinese players gained sufficient negotiation power at the global scale
upward the value chain, they thrive to progressively impose Chinese suppliers at the bottom of the value
chain.



Finally, China is not only implementing strategies to take the lead on the supply chain from the top. China
already took the lead on the supply chain from the bottom (raw material production) and is using this
leading position as an asset. In September 2017, the European Commission published “the 2017 list of
Critical Raw Materials for the EU”4. This document insisted on the fact that:” China is the most influential
country in terms of global supply of majority of critical raw materials, such as rare earth elements,

4
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Communication from the commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the
committee of the regions on the 2017 list of Critical Raw Materials for the EU, Brussels, 13.9.2017, COM (2017) 490 final.
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magnesium, tungsten, antimony, gallium and germanium among others (…) The risks associated with the
concentration of production are in many cases compounded by low substitution and low recycling rates.”
A great amount of such critical raw materials is essential in the automotive electronics industry and China
uses its monopoly position to sell some resources up to 20% more expensive to its foreign customers. To
the extent that the USA filed a complaint in 2016 before the World Trade Organization (WTO), accusing
China of "disadvantaging US producers". In addition, since the early 2000s, Beijing has reduced exports
of various materials, such as molybdenum, fluorine, magnesium or yellow phosphorus. These maneuvers
place Western manufacturers in a dilemma: should the production tools be maintained permanently in their
current locations, with the associated risk of shortages coming from China? Or is it necessary to relocate
to China in order to benefit from unlimited access to raw materials? Cheap labor from inland areas, the
low cost of capital - driven in part by a policy of devaluation of the yuan - and the strong potential of the
Chinese market have already convinced many of them to relocate to China.

In other words, China combines three elements to take the lead of the global automotive electronics supply chain:


Key positions at the bottom of the supply chain thanks to materials and equipments manufacturing;



Key positions at the top of the supply chain thanks to its huge domestic market;



Smart and very proactive industrial policies.

China is particularly proactive in terms of electric battery production. In 2015, the "Made in China 2025" plan made
automotive electric battery itself an industrial priority. China is expected to produce 80% of commercial batteries
sold in the world by 2020. The aim of China is not only to sell batteries to the world but to use its position of world
leader in terms of electric battery production to progressively become the world leader in terms R&D, engineering
and production of electric vehicle. Among the 10 world first producers of battery electric vehicles (BEV), 6 are
already Chinese: BYD, Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation (SAIC), Dongfeng Motor Corporation, Geely,
FAW Group and Beijing Automotive Industry Holding Co. Brussels announced October 11, 2017 the creation of a
European Battery Alliance to counter the Chinese lead.

15
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Chinese figures at every step of the value chain


Automotive
o

In 2017, 29% of the cars produced globally were assembled in China, which makes China the
first country at the global scale in terms of car assembly location before the USA (12%);

o

In 2016, 12% of the motors produced globally were made by firms whose principal
shareholders were headquartered in China, which makes China the fifth country at the global scale
regarding that criterion after Japan (23%), Germany (16%), the USA (15%) and France (14%) but
before South Korea (8%). Furthermore, those figures do not consider the mandatory joint ventures
for foreign companies investing in China. Finally, China is the country with the highest growth in terms
of automotive capital ownership.



Automotive electronics
o

In 2017, 18% of the global automotive electronics turnover was generated in China. The
same year, 19% of the of the people employed in automotive electronics at the global scale were
located in China. In other words, China is the first country at the global scale in automotive
electronics production (hardware and software), before the USA (13%);

o

In 2017, the Chinese automotive electronics turnover generated by factories accounted for
21% of the global automotive electronics turnover. In other words, in 2017, China was the
first country in terms of automotive electronics turnover generated by factories (hardware only),
before the USA (13%);

o

In 2017, the Chinese automotive electronics turnover generated by office activities
(engineering offices and headquarters), accounted for 12% of the global automotive
electronics turnover from office activities. In other words, in 2017, the China was already the
fourth region in terms of automotive electronics office activities (hardware and software), after
Japan (17%), Germany (16%) and the USA (14%), but well above France (3.6%);

o

The estimated Chinese CAGR 2017-2022 in terms of automotive electronics is 14.2%,
significantly above the global average CAGR of 10%. China should therefore remain the first
country of the world in terms of automotive electronics for decades;

o

In 2017, 8% of the automotive electronics turnover was generated by firms whose principal
shareholders were headquartered in China, which makes China already the fourth region at
the global scale regarding that criterion after Germany (24%), Japan (24%) and the USA (10%),
but before the UK (7.7%) and France (6%). Furthermore, those figures do not consider the
mandatory joint ventures for foreign companies investing in China. Finally, China is the country
with the highest growth in terms of automotive electronics capital ownership.



Automotive semiconductor production & consumption
o

In 2017, 16% of the automotive IC turnover was generated by firms whose principal
shareholders were headquartered in China, which makes China the third country at the global
scale regarding that criterion after Japan (24%) and the USA (17%);

o

From 2016 to 2021, although all geographic regions are forecast to enjoy strong automotive IC
sales growth, China will experience the highest growth with a compound annual growth rate of
more than 14.5%.
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viii. The attempts of the United States to tackle
Chinese’ rise
The USA was until recently the world leader in terms of automotive electronics. The USA remains the first competitor
of China with 13% of the global production of automotive electronics.
For a few years now, the United States has become aware of the threat that represent the invasion of China at
every step of the automotive electronic value chain. The trade reforms undertaken by Mr. Trump since early 2019
are a consequence of this awareness. A list of 5 745 Chinese products (including a large share of electronic
products), has been set up by the USA. It represents an amount of $ 200 B dollars to compare with the total amount
of the USA’ importations: $ 505 B in 2017. These products will be taxed at a rate of 10% until January 1 st, 2019.
Thereafter, tax rates should rise up to 25%. The USA is adopting the same policy as the one set-up in the 1980s
by Ronald Reagan towards Japan that was at that time on its way to become the first country in the world (in terms
of GDP). The USA successfully imposed drastic raises of tax rates (up to 100%), on a large number of Japanese
products (mainly electronic products: cameras, camcorders, etc.). Under the current American pressure, the
Chinese government already proposed several concessions, among which the possibility for foreign companies to
hold more than 50% of the shares of a Chinese company (proposal made in May 2019).

ix.

EU - Policy recommendations

A. Policy recommendations to support the MNE ecosystem
If the EU is to preserve its market shares and the markets shares of its players, in particular from the rise of China,
the EU needs in the first place to put the state (that is the national states and the EU commission) back above the
markets and the private companies (domestic and foreign). It means that the EU strategy needs to be developed
and set up with the willingness to ensure a long-term positive development (not only economic, but also ecologic
and social) for the 28 members states citizens and not only from the point of view of significant private companies,
without fear of disturbing private markets (often leaded by foreign companies).

17
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Those are the strategies of the United-States and China. It implies to:


Set up a proactive capital-ownership policy. Such a policy consists in proactively influencing the capitalownership of domestic and foreign companies in order to protect and enhance the EU’s interests with three
axes:
1.

Prohibiting when necessary the purchase of EU owned companies by foreign investors. For
instance, Wolfspeed (subsidiary of Cree, US owned company), has acquired Infineon AG Radio
Frequency (RF) Power Business for approximately € 345 million in March 2018. Yet, in 2016,
Infineon thrived to purchase Wolfspeed for $ 850 million but this deal had been prohibited by the
USA (through the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States);

2.

Supporting and/or leading the purchase of foreign companies that have been identified as having
key capabilities, know-how and/or patents and that may be complementary with EU owned
capabilities, know-how and/or patents. An example of such as strategy has been the attempt of
Qualcomm (supported by the USA), to purchase NXP in 2017 and 2018;

3.

When it proves possible, prohibiting the purchase of a foreign company by another foreign
company when such a merger would lead to the set-up of a too powerful competitors for EU
players. An example of such a strategy has been the political blockage by China of Qualcomm’s
$44 billion deal for NXP.



Being able to enhance smart protectionism to ensure the set-up and/or the maintaining of EU
leaders inside the EU market. With 500 Million wealthy citizens, the size of the EU market is comparable
to the size of the Chinese domestic market and the US domestic market. Therefore, the EU has the
structural capability to set up the same strategies as China and the USA: that is to use its huge domestic
market to set up EU leaders in every industrial segment using smart protectionism rules.
One of the best examples of smart protectionism tool is the combined use of standardization,
certification and prescription. Standardization consists in defining a list of technical characteristics
regrouped in a “standard”. Certification consists in setting up a public authority whose role is to analyze
the products of private companies in order to determine if a specific product can be considered as being
part of a standard. Finally, prescription consist in imposing to public and/or private organizations the use
of products that have been considered has being part of a specific standard by the certification authority.
Why can the combined use of standardization, certification and prescription be useful to protect the EU’s
interests? Because the European players are among the most competitive players of the world in terms of
R&D, patents and know-how, but often face difficulties to compete foreign players on the single criteria of
the price. Promoting European standards at the forefront of technological innovation and imposing those
standards to the European actors is a very efficient way to indirectly provide competitive advantage to the
EU providers and thereby to “reserve” the EU market to EU suppliers.
The use of contracts to equip public services with EU-owned solutions is another example of smart
protectionism.



The Chinese example demonstrate the importance of maintaining independent capacities of production
and know-how at every step of the value chain in order to remain a key player on any type of electronic
segment. The EU should focus on regaining significant and independent production capacities in
particular at the level where the EU is weak: raw materials and SC foundry.
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B. Policy recommendations to support the automotive
electronics ecosystem
a. Likely scenario – Following the world trend leaded by
China
Over the 2017-2022 period, automotive electronics will benefit from three major drivers of growth: ADAS,
Infotainment and electrification of powertrains:


ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) and Infotainment will be the two main drivers of
automotive electronics growth during the 2017-2022 period. During this period, ADAS will contribute
to 30% of automotive electronics growth and Infotainment will contribute to 32% of automotive electronics
growth. During the 2022-2030 period, ADAS should become the first automotive electronics’ driver of
growth;



In 2014, automotives represented 18% of the global CO2 emissions. To fight pollution, states are
implementing very restrictive pollution emissions standards. Such standards are launching a trend of
electrification of powertrains: in new cars produced, electric batteries are progressively gaining in
importance. That electrification of powertrains leads to a slight increase of the electronic contents
of cars, but to a very high rise of automotive semiconductors contents and of the automotive
electric batteries’ market.

If the EU do not set up a significant proactive public policy, it is likely that the EU private automotive electronics
companies will follow these three trends in order to benefit from the related potential growth.

Yet, those trends should lead:
1.

To the success of China in its attempt to take the lead on the automotive electronics value chain


On the one hand the current global automotive electronics market is shifting to China and on the other
hand China is demonstrating every day its political capacity to take advantage of its advantageous position.
Thus, European manufacturers will thrive to take strong position in the Chinese market, Chinese producers
will gradually benefit from technology transfers and Chinese customers will gradually drive European
producers out of the Chinese market;
This phenomenon is already particularly obvious regarding electric vehicles: Among the 10 world first
producers of battery electric vehicles (BEV), 6 are already Chinese: BYD, Shanghai Automotive Industry
Corporation (SAIC), Dongfeng Motor Corporation, Geely, FAW Group and Beijing Automotive Industry
Holding Co.
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2.

To an ecological disaster


More than 90% of ADAS and infotainment systems answer customers’ needs of comfort, that is more
embedded entertainment and a less intensive attention paid to the road from the driver. In other words,
ADAS and infotainment trends are absolutely not economically and socially useful. The only exception
concerns connected cars that should strengthen business competitiveness through the enhanced ability
to make professional phone calls and audio/video conferences inside cars. Yet, ADAS and infotainment
systems are all very consuming in terms of critical raw materials and very polluting at every step
of their production processes.



Battery electric vehicles are not useful to fight climate change
The most common argument to promote the ecologic advantage of battery electric vehicles is the
diminution of the global oil reserves. Yet, such reserves should still last for more than a hundred year and
the development of shale gas rise the potential level of oil supply.
If battery electric vehicles are indeed useful to reduce oil consumption, such vehicles are absolutely not
useful to fight the current global warming. Indeed, the only current economically sustainable solution to
develop battery electric vehicles is to associate every sale of BEV 5 with the installation of a fast-charging
station at the client’s home. A fast-charging station at home combined with the already large BEV ranges
(400 km or more), answer nearly all the needs of the owner of a BEV at non-prohibitive cost. Yet, this
solution is absolutely not ecologically sustainable. Indeed, fast-charging stations lead to a very high
electricity consumption and if all the fat-charging stations are used between 18:00 and 23:00, the electricity
consumption peak is going to surge, implying a very great increase of the electricity production
infrastructures (nuclear plants, coal-fired plants, etc.).
Even if the issue of “recharging network” were solved, the sustainable development of BEV would suffer
from major boundaries in terms of raw materials and electric battery weight.
Raw Materials issues
Although a BEV do not require petrol or diesel to operate, it requires electricity that is often produced
through non-ecologic processes. Nuclear plants and coal-fired plants are still the two first mean of
electricity production at the global scale. The alternative sources of electricity named “renewable” are also
very polluting if the whole life-cycle of the products are considered: the production process of solar panels
is very polluting, the production of wind turbines of significant sizes requires rare earth that are very
polluting to extract and very difficult to recycle, etc.
Even if the electricity were sustainably produced, BEV production requires a great amount of non-ecologic
raw materials: lithium, cobalt, tungsten, rare earths, etc. An automotive lithium-ion battery requires up to
3.5 kg of rare earths, 10-20 kg of cobalt and up to 60 kg of lithium to be produced. The extraction of such
raw materials is very polluting and energy consuming. Inner-Mongolia, the Chinese region specialized in
rare earth extraction, is one of the most polluted regions in the world. The main impact of the development
of BEV is therefore the delocalization of pollution to some emerging countries rather than the reduction of
pollution.
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Finally, a sustainable development of BEV also requires the set-up of a costly electric battery recycling
supply chain, which is already not always the case. A great proportion of lead acid batteries are “recycled”
in Africa (13% in Nigeria6). Yet, a lead acid battery is recyclable only where a supply chain exists to do so
and that is not true in Africa. Poor African citizens end-up by exploiting these old batteries until there is
nothing left in it. The dead batteries then corrode and pollute the local groundwater, which is what children
drink.
Electric battery weight7
Because of the current large mass of electric batteries, the rolling mass of a BEV is about 10 to 20%
greater than the rolling mass of a thermal vehicle at equal habitability. Yet, a greater rolling mass leads to
heavier braking system and running gear to support battery’s weight, to the extent that battery electric
vehicles are more consuming than thermal vehicles at equal habitability in terms of raw materials.
3.

To a great waste of investment in the attempt to reach automotive autonomous level 5


Today, private companies invest billions of euros throughout the world in the attempt to produce an
autonomous vehicle level 5, that is to say a vehicle that would be driven by an artificial intelligence in
absolutely any type of situation. It is very important to understand that these private companies are
thriving to produce such a vehicle because they have neither the financial strength nor the
economic incentives to change not only the automotive itself but the complete automotive
transport infrastructure network (that is automotive + road networks). For instance, if Renault were
to invest to build new types of roads in France, that investment would be very costly but above all every
competitors of Renault would take profits of the new roads built by Renault. Therefore, only a state may
have both the financial capability and the interest to build a new transport infrastructure network. Such a
level of investment dedicated to the production of an uncertain autonomous vehicle level 5 is therefore
explained by this market failure.
Indeed, autonomous vehicle level 5 is neither economically sustainable nor desirable from a development
point of view.



Autonomous vehicle level 5 is not economically sustainable
In order to operate, an autonomous vehicle level 5 needs to accomplish three types of actions: perceive
the obstacles, understanding the situation perceived and the potential willingness of the different obstacles
and finally plan the trajectories of the obstacles. The first step is already mastered: a great number of
diverse and very efficient sensors can be integrated into cars at low costs and the current deep learning
algorithms are efficient to compute the data collected by all the different sensors. Yet, the two other steps
-by far the most difficult steps- are absolutely not mastered by today’s software developers and no any
credible solution is currently foreseen, leading experts to announce the production of the first autonomous
vehicle level 5 for after 2040. In other words, there is currently not a single element that can prove that
humanity will one day be able to produce an autonomous vehicle level 5. Indeed, achieving the two final
steps is by definition almost impossible because it requires to answer the following question: How to enable
an artificial intelligence to understand the infinite number of scenarios that can occur on an open
environment as a human brain would and to adopt a specific and evolutive strategy to any of these
situations? Investing in the development of autonomous vehicle level 5 is incredibly costly with absolutely
no proof of success: it is not economically sustainable.

6
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According to Cleantech Hub
“Un Bilan Litigieux”, Guillaume Pitron, Le Monde diplomatique, August 2018
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Autonomous vehicle level 5 is not desirable from a development point of view.
A first common argument in favor of autonomous vehicle level 5 is the possibility for the driver to work and
or study in his car. Yet, working in car constantly accelerating and decelerating from 0 km/h to 90 km/h,
operating 180-degree turns and crossing roundabouts in urban cities is very difficult and not at all desirable.
Another common argument in favor of autonomous vehicle is the reduction of the number of people killed
on the road. Yet, the number of people killed on the road in the EU has never been so low (25 000 annual
death) and is expected to constantly decrease within the coming decade: it is not a public health problem
anymore. Finally, the development of autonomous vehicles should lead individuals to spend more time in
their autonomous vehicles (these being less restrictive) and should therefore lead to increase the
congestion of road traffic.



As a consequence, investments made to develop a fully autonomous vehicle are sub-optimal
investments that should penalize the EU’s long-term development and that would be better
allocated elsewhere.



Yet, as enlighten in the table below, all the advantages of a fully autonomous vehicle are maximized
with the train (autonomous or not).

A common argument in favor of the autonomous vehicle is the possibility to develop a “mobility as a
service”, that is business models in which clients do not own the mean of transport but instead pay a rent
in order to get access to the mean of transport. Yet, such a “Mobility as a Service” already exist for decades
under the old name of “public transport services”. Indeed, rail transportation but even bus transport are
functioning on the model of “Mobility as a Service” for almost two centuries. As a consequence, the
development of public service railway is more efficient than the development of a “Mobility as a Service”
operated by individual cars (even autonomous and/or electric).

A cross analysis combining economic, social and ecological aspects therefore leads to the conclusion that neither
the growth of ADAS and/or Infotainment systems, nor the development of battery electric vehicle, nor the
investment made to develop an autonomous vehicle level 5 is desirable for the EU’s development.
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b. Desirable scenario – Assuming a voluntarist and
independent EU policy
In this scenario, the EU develops an ambitious, proactive and independent public policy in order to shift European
and, if possible, global private actors towards another growth model that is more effective in terms of social, ecologic
and economic development.
In this scenario, rather than to follow the global trend towards individual battery electric vehicles with autonomous
level 5, the EU chose to develop:
1.

For journeys between 100 km and 2000-3000 km


Developing rail transportation for goods and people. That is to say prohibiting vehicles for any types
of long transportation (ending any type of highway investments) and set up rail network both for the
transportation of people and goods.
o

First, the artificial intelligence required to the functioning of autonomous trains is already fully
operational. Indeed, trains are not used in open environments but in controlled and constrained
environments with no possible other obstacles than other trains. As a consequence, the two
required steps to reach autonomous vehicles level 58 are not required to the functioning of
autonomous trains because no obstacle is supposed to be on the rails. Furthermore, a network
of several trains can be controlled directly through a single artificial intelligence that only needs
to prevent the collision between two identified train;

o

Second, trains use the same energy as battery electric vehicles to function (that is electricity), but
with an increased ecologic and economic performance;

o

Finally, as enlighten in the table of the previous page, autonomous trains hold all the advantages
of autonomous vehicles level 5 but with a higher efficiency.

In other words, the real ecologic transition in terms of transport do not consists in shifting from thermal
vehicle to electric vehicles but consists in shifting from individual automotive towards rail transportation
(that is to corresponds to the real “Mobility as a Service”). All the expected advantages of an individual
battery electric vehicle with an autonomous level 5 used through “Mobility as a Service” are maximized
with autonomous trains.

8
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Second step: Understanding the situation perceived and the potential willingness of the different obstacles. Third step: Plan the trajectories of the
obstacles.
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2.

For journeys between 0 km and 100 km


Developing a network of small autonomous vehicles level 4 in controlled and constrained
environments. Trains cannot not transport individuals directly in front of their houses and a rail network
needs to be completed by another transport network. Automotive appears to remain the best option to
answer this need, but in a form that is radically different form the actual one.
o

Lower vehicles’ weight. Vehicles’ weight is one of the two first consumption (and therefore
pollution) factors with vehicles’ speed. If long journeys are reserved to trains and if automotive
are dedicated to journeys of less than 100 km, then automotives can be smaller with smaller
weight without economic and social costs but with great ecologic benefits;

o

Lower vehicles’ speed. Vehicles’ speed is one of the two first consumption (and therefore
pollution) factors with vehicles’ weight. If long journeys are reserved to trains and if automotive
are dedicated to journeys of less than 100 km, then automotives can be slower with smaller
motors without economic and social costs but with great ecologic benefits;

o

Avoid the trap of autonomous level 5 in open environment and focus on autonomous level
4 in controlled and constrained environment. Today, a full autonomous vehicle is neither
possible nor conceivable in an open environment. Yet, the artificial intelligence required to the
functioning of fully autonomous vehicles on controlled and constrained environment is already
fully operational. The turning point thus consist in considering the automotive network as a whole
(that is automotive + road network and related infrastructures), rather than to only focus on the
individual automotive itself. Although it is not possible to develop fully autonomous vehicles on
our current old road network, it is already possible and desirable to develop fully autonomous
vehicles on a new type of road network dedicated to autonomous vehicle. By adopting this
strategy, the development of fully autonomous car networks can be envisaged without delay. Still,
it must imperatively be coupled with a public policy of valorization of rail transport over long
distances (both in freight and passenger transport) and the development of hubs intended to
make the link between autonomous cars and trains (dense parking networks around railway
stations in suburban areas). Finally, the development of such a new automotive network should
be coupled with the new technology developments in terms of automotive infrastructures, such
as wireless dynamic charging solutions for battery electric vehicles.

Both the development of rail transportation and autonomous level 4 in controlled and constrained environment
requires large public infrastructure investments to succeed. This is why such a strategy can only be successful if it
is leaded by ambitious, proactive and independent public policies with direct public investments to reshape the
European transport infrastructure network. A start could be to set up pilot regions.
All the countries of the world will focus their public and private investments in the car itself to make it intrinsically
fully autonomous, which is extremely expensive and economically, ecologically and socially absurd.
The European Union therefore has the opportunity to take a considerable lead over other countries provided that it
makes sufficiently strong public investments in the right direction.
This solution - the most effective if the right investments are made - is already intuitively adopted by a few
automakers. For example, the Renault-Nissan alliance is currently actively working on remote control of vehicles
by operators.
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Analysis of the automotive electronics value chain (diagram above)
Digital transformation is a global trend that affects every economies and industries: Companies and administrations
around the world are digitizing their processes and interconnecting the data networks thus generated.
In automotive electronics, digital transformation leads to a drastic rise of the importance software in the value chain.
In 2017, automotive embedded software represented 7% of the average total car production cost and 27% of the
average total automotive electronics production cost per car (hard & soft), that is a global market of € 63 B. Yet,
automotive embedded software global growth is well above the global average automotive electronics growth with
a CAGR of more than 14% over the 2017-2022 period. As a consequence, the global automotive embedded
software market should equal the global automotive electronics hardware market by 2030.
Such growth of automotive embedded software attracts new entrants on the automotive electronics value chain:
1.

First, the global software development leaders: Intel, Apple, Google, Baidu. Although those companies do
not have a great knowledge of the automotive industry, they hold greater knowledge in terms of software
development;

2.

Second, telecommunications companies such as Orange or Deutsche Telekom are entering the
automotive electronics value chain in line with the development of the connected cars. As a member of
5GAA, Orange currently works with Deutsche Telekom on the interoperability of automotive connected
services, to prevent a border crossing from stopping autonomous functions. This requires very fast
download capabilities and therefore the existence of a 5G network;

3.

Third, companies specialized in electronic security and/or cybersecurity such as Gemalto (bought by
Thales) are entering the automotive electronics value chain in order to lead automotives’ cybersecurity;

4.

Finally, digital transformation also disrupts the automotive services with the entering of new players in the
market. Software developers such as Uber, drones’ producers such as Parrot, logistics companies and
organization such as Grab or La Poste, companies from the food service industry such as Domino’s Pizza,
etc.

Those new entrants already hold around 50% of the global automotive embedded software market 9 with emblematic
actors such as Mobileye (bought by Intel) or Nvidia. Automotive embedded software internal development from
automakers represent around € 11 B at the global scale, that is 18% of the global market.

9
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Automotive embedded software market = Software integrated into cars during the production and assembly process. Applications dedicated to
automotive services such as Uber are therefore excluded from our definition of automotive embedded software market.
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Context - The automotive industry, a
growing industry

i.

Scope of the study – Automotive

The types of vehicles we define as “automotives” are described below10:


Passenger cars. Motor vehicles with at least four wheels, used for the transport of passengers, and
comprising no more than eight seats in addition to the driver's seat.
o

Passenger cars production represented 78.9% of the global automotive production in unit in 2017
(with 73 Million units produced).



Light commercial vehicles. Motor vehicles with at least four wheels, used for the carriage of goods. Mass
given in tons (metric tons) is used as a limit between light commercial vehicles and heavy trucks. This limit
depends on national and professional definitions and varies between 3.5 and 7 tons. Minibuses, derived
from light commercial vehicles, are used for the transport of passengers, comprising more than eight seats
in addition to the driver's seat and having a maximum mass between 3.5 and 7 tons.
o

Light commercial vehicles production represented 20,8% of the global automotive production in
unit in 2017 (with 19 Million unit produced)



Heavy trucks. Vehicles intended for the carriage of goods. Maximum authorized mass is over the limit
(ranging from 3.5 to 7 tons) of light commercial vehicles. They include tractor vehicles designed for towing
semi-trailers.
o

Heavy trucks production represented 4,3% of the global automotive production in unit in 2017
with 4 Million units produced.



We exclude from the electronics content analysis:
o

Buses and coaches. Vehicles used for the transport of passengers, comprising more than eight
seats in addition to the driver's seat, and having a maximum mass over the limit (ranging from
3.5 to 7 tones) of light commercial vehicles.
Indeed, buses and coaches’ production represented only 0,325% of the global automotive
production in unit in 2017 (with 316 258 units produced).
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We have adopted the definitions and classifications used by the IOVM (International Organization of Vehicles Manufacturers).
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ii.

Global and Regional growth trends

A. Global mega-trends in the automotive industry


93 Million automotives11 have been produced at the global scale in 2017.



The average global automotive production growth rate (in unit) has been 3% over the 2012-2017
period. This significant growth is expected to remain stable over the 2018-2030 period with an average
compound annual growth rate of 3% to reach 130 Million cars produced in 2030. This growth is driven by
emerging countries with large populations an already significant GDP per capita. China, in the first place,
will drive a third of the global growth within the 2018-2030 period. Yet, most of the global growth over this
period will come from the other emerging countries: Brazil, Turkey, Mexico, Argentina, Russia, Thailand,
Vietnam. Finally, even in developed countries with market that are supposed to be matures, the number
of cars per inhabitant continue to rise in line with new uses. For instance, in the EU, people of 60 years
old and more are driving 30% to 40% more often than in the 1980s.



The average car production cost (in euro) is slightly but steadily decreasing over the 2010-2017 period
with a compound annual growth rate of -1.3%. Over the same period, the average automotive electronics
production costs by car rose with a compound annual growth rate of 2.2%. In other words, the average
electronic cost by car is rising while the average total car cost is decreasing.

Table – Global Automotive growth

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil, OECD, Eurostat, IOMVM, Industrial & Expert interviews



ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) and Infotainment will be the two main drivers of
automotive electronics growth during the 2017-2022 period. During this period, ADAS will contribute
to 30% of automotive electronics growth and Infotainment will contribute to 32% of automotive electronics
growth.



In 2014, automotives represented 18% of the global CO2 emissions. To fight pollution, states are
implementing very restrictive pollution emissions standards. Such standards are launching a trend of
electrification of powertrains: in new cars produced, electric batteries are progressively gaining in
importance. That electrification of powertrains leads to a slight increase of the electronic contents
of cars and to a very high increase of automotive semiconductors contents.



The European Union. In 2017, the automotive industry provided between 2 and 2.5 million jobs and
generated 371 B € in the EU. 80% of the growth in this industry is expected to occur outside the EU but
will benefit to the EU’s actors. In 2017, the automotive services provided between 5.5 million jobs and
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Excluding heavy trucks, buses and coaches.
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generated 572 B € in the EU. In other words, the EU automotive sector (industry and services) contributes
directly to almost 6,5% of the EU’s GDP.
In this chapter, we provide a regional comparison of the global automotive production on the basis of three criteria:


Automotive Assembly. The assembly location is important for two reasons. First, it is the place where
most of carmakers’ employees dedicated to electronic equipments’ integration is located. But more
importantly, it corresponds to the location of the demand for electronic embedded component/equipment.
Yet, there is a great correlation between automotive assembly locations and automotive electronic
equipment production locations. Indeed, for supply chain management purposes, carmakers prefer
suppliers who produce close to the car assembly location.



Nationality of carmakers’ principal shareholders. This criterion is also important for two reasons. First,
ownership’s nationality provides an indication of the country that potentially owns the industrial knowledge
(patents, R&D…). Furthermore, on the long run, investment decisions and employees’ locations are highly
influenced by ownership’s nationality.



Automotive potential markets by 2030. This analysis aims to determine the countries with the highest
needs for automotive by 2030 and with the economic capabilities to answer those needs. On the long run,
that demand will determine to a large extent automotive assembly locations and therefore automotive
electronics production locations.

B. Regional Trends - Automotive assembly
Regional comparisons. 20% of the cars produced globally are assembled in the European Union, which makes
the European Union the second vehicle assembly region at the global scale after Asia. Furthermore, the EU car
assembly compound annual growth rate in the 2012-2017 period (3%), is equal to the global car assembly growth
during the same period (3.2%). Such automotive assembly in the EU is a major factor of development of automotive
electronics in the EU because for supply chain management purpose, carmakers prefer suppliers who produce
close to the car assembly locations.
Country comparisons. In terms of countries, Germany let alone is the fourth country in terms of vehicles assembly
at the global scale after China, the USA and Japan, with 6% of the total. Inside the European Union, the vehicle
assembly can be divided into three groups of countries:


Germany: 30% of total;



West European Union12: 47% of total;



East European Union13: 23% of total.

In other words, the group composed of east European Union countries plus Germany account for 53% of the EU
automotive assembly.

12
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West European Union: Spain, France, the UK, Italy, Sweden, Belgium, Finland, Portugal.
East European Union: Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Hungary.
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C. Regional Trends – Carmakers ownership
In 2016, 35% of the motors produced globally were made by firms whose principal shareholders were
headquartered in an EU Member state, which makes the European Union the second region at the global scale
regarding that criterion after Asia.
Yet, recent events lowered the representativeness of EU shareholders in terms of shares of EU owned carmakers:


Since 2009, Qatar Investment Authority (QIA) steadily buys Volkswagen AG’s shares and now holds 16%
of the total shares.



Since 2017, Dongfeng motor corporation (China) is the principal shareholder of PSA with 13% of the total
shares. The Peugeot family and the French state both owns 12.9% of the total shares.



In terms of shares, the Renault-Nissan-Mitsubishi group is leaded by the Renault group. The French State
is the principal shareholder of Renault with 15% of its capital and 21.93% of the voting rights. Renault
controls 43.4% of Nissan, which is the principal shareholder of Mitsubishi (34% of shares). Nissan holds
15% of Renault but without voting rights. Yet, in early 2018, the French State announced its willingness to
sell part of its shares.
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Table – World motor vehicle production – Unit produced

Source: IOMVM correspondents survey, DECISION Études & Conseil
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D. Regional Trends – Automotive potential markets

The following diagrams provide a visualization of the countries with the highest potential automotive markets at the
global scale thanks to the crossing of three criteria:


2030 Projected population. Countries with the highest 2030 projected population are the countries with
the highest potential market.



2015 – Equipment rate. Countries with the lowest equipment rate in 2015 are the countries with the
highest potential market. Equipment rate is defined as car/inhabitant. Considering the population under 18
years old, which do not drive cars and account on average for 25% of the country populations, countries
with an equipment rate close to 70% or more can be considered as mature and will not generate high
growth anymore.



2015 – GDP per capita. Potential growth coming from high projected population and low equipment rate
cannot materialize without sufficient GDP per capita. Indeed, inhabitants with too low GDP per capita
cannot afford to buy cars. As we can see on the diagrams, countries considered as high-income
economies14 (with more than $12,476 per inhabitant), usually already have mature or almost mature
automotive markets (the European Union, Canada, the USA, Oceania countries such as Australia, etc.).
Therefore, countries with maximum potential markets by 2030 are countries with GDP per capita between
5 000 and 12 000 dollars per capita, that is middle-income fast-growing economies (China, Brazil, Turkey,
Mexico, Argentina, Russia, Thailand, Vietnam, etc.).

By 2030, China is clearly the country with the highest automotive growth potential: Chinese will account for 17% of
the global population by 2030, China’s equipment rate is only at 12% and China’s GDP per capita is 8 069 $, that
is to say enough to afford one car per adult and to tend to a 70% equipment rate on the long run. 700 Million cars
are needed today to equip every Chinese adult with a car. By comparison, the global car stock in 2015 was of 1 282
Million cars (Passenger cars and Light Commercial Cars only).
On a longer run, the two highest potential automotive markets are Africa and India. Yet, their average GDP per
capita (of respectively $ 2 003 and $ 1 596 in 2015) remain too low to launch the transition process towards mature
markets.
Finally, the average EU equipment rate of 58% in 2015 hides significative discrepancies between West and East
Europa. West European countries have equipment rates close to 70% while East European Union countries
(Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, etc.), still have a lower equipment rate, which leads to higher automotive potential
growth in those countries.
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14 Countries with a GNI per capita of $12,476 or more according to the World Bank
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iii.

The electric vehicle: the coming boom

A. Vocabulary

There is no strict frontier between petrol/diesel vehicles and electric vehicles. On the contrary, there is a continuum
of types of cars leading to more or less petrol/diesel consumption and to more or less electrification of powertrains
and therefore electricity consumption. Here is a list of the main motorization types by rising order of powertrains’
electrification:


Petrol vehicles



Diesel vehicles



Mild hybrid vehicles. Mild hybrid vehicles are composed of internal combustion engines equipped with
an electric battery that is powerful enough to provide an assistance to the engine in specific driving phases.
Mild hybrid vehicles employ batteries with higher voltage than traditional petrol/diesel vehicles (12 V), but
with lower voltage than full hybrid vehicles, PHEV and BEV (> 60 V). Finally, mild hybrid vehicles do not
have an exclusive electric-only mode of propulsion.



Full hybrid vehicles. Full hybrid vehicles are hybrid vehicles designed with an exclusive electric-only
mode of propulsion



Plug-In Hybrid electric Vehicles (PHEV). PHEV are full hybrid vehicles that can be plugged to recharge
the electric battery



Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV). BEV are vehicles that are only powered with electric batteries



Fuel-Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEV). FCEV are vehicles that are only powered with hydrogen
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B. Current situation

a. Impressive growth rate
In 2017 and for the first time, more than 1 Million electric vehicles 15 (BEV) where produced at the global scale (1.2
Million precisely). For nearly a decade, electric vehicles production rise at very high rates (more than 20%/year).
The production of BEV should exceed 2% of the world production by 202216.
Furthermore, the global automotive electric vehicles production is reaching in 2018 a critical development stage.
Indeed, for the first-time electric vehicles are produced by carmakers with both ranges (300 km and more in real
conditions), and prices that are competitive with petrol/diesel cars. This period is represented by the red circle in
the following table and can be summarized as the emergence of “EV Mainstream” market. This offers very favorable
perspectives for the EV market, especially because as the cost of electricity is lower than the cost of petrol/diesel,
the cost of using an EV is lower than the cost of using a petrol/diesel car.

15
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16

Battery Electric Vehicles and Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles.
Source: Scenario green constraint BIPE / PFA
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Table – The emergence of an EV mainstream market: price and range-competitive with diesel/petrol cars

Source: Renault, DECISION Études & Conseil
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Tax incentives and innovation support
China's announcement in September 2017 to schedule the banishment of petrol/diesel vehicles commercialization
by 2030-2040 sent a decisive signal echoed in most Western countries. Since then, Germany and the Netherlands
have planned the prohibition of petrol/diesel vehicles ales by 2025. In France, in July 2017, the French Minister of
Transport has set the same goal by 2040. In India, the government does not want "a single petrol/diesel car" to be
market after 2030. Japan’s Minister for Economy announced that every new car sold in Japan would be electric or
hybrid by 2050. In 2017, the executives of a dozen metropolises, such as Paris, Los Angeles, Auckland and Le
Cape Town, committed to acquiring only zero-emission buses by 2025 and to ban carbon dioxide emissions in
significant areas of their cities by 2030.
Electrification of powertrains
Yet, a critical obstacle to the development of a global BEV mass market has not yet been overcome. This obstacle
is the absence of a recharging network throughout territories. The BEV market is unlikely to reach significant
proportions before the set-up of such a network.
As a consequence, the most-likely scenario within the coming decades at the large scale is the development of
petrol and diesel vehicles with more restrictive pollution standards, then the development mild hybrid and then only
the emergence of significant PHEV / BEV markets (the diagram below illustrates these forecasts). This scenario
can be resumed as the “electrification of powertrains” trend: In 2015, 2% of the vehicles sold were using other
propulsion technologies than petrol and diesel and were therefore using more electrified powertrains. In 2025, such
vehicles are expected to account for 37% of the global vehicles sales.
In China, every car sold in urban centers already needs to have a minim 50 km electric range. That requires at least
full hybrid propulsions. BEV sells will therefore drastically rise in Chinese cities. Yet, BEV are not expected to
replace petrol/diesel vehicle in Chinese sub-urbans and rural regions because the required ranges remain too high.

Table – Global repartition of vehicles by motorization types

Source: Scenario green constraint BIPE / PFA
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b. China to take the lead on electric vehicle production
No other state has devised such an ambitious strategy in electromobility as China regarding electric vehicles
production and conception17.
1.

In 2015, the "Made in China 2025" plan made electric car batteries an industrial priority.

2.

In addition, the country benefits from its huge domestic market, which promotes economies of scale and allows
Chinese companies to become more competitive.

3.

Beijing can count on its production of rare earth (79% of the global production in 2017). In the 1990s, strict
environmental regulations forced Western mining companies and refiners to shut down or transfer their rare
earth production activities. China took that opportunity to gain the corresponding market shares. In other
words, by relocating the mining pollution, the Occident has also conceded to a rival the monopoly of several
strategic matters for the electric mobility: China produces 94% of the magnesium, 69% of the natural graphite
and 84% of the tungsten consumed in the world. The proportions reach even 95% for some rare earths.
China uses this position by selling some resources up to 20% more expensive to its foreign customers. To the
extent that the USA filed a complaint in 2016 before the World Trade Organization (WTO), accusing China of
"disadvantaging US producers". In addition, since the early 2000s, Beijing has reduced exports of various
materials, such as molybdenum, fluorine, magnesium or yellow phosphorus. According to the European
Commission, a myriad of metals contained in electric vehicles have already become "critical", that is to say
that there is a risk of supply disruption18.
These maneuvers place Western manufacturers in a dilemma: should the production tools be maintained
permanently in their current locations, with the associated risk of shortages coming from China? Or is it
necessary to relocate to China in order to benefit from unlimited access to raw materials? Cheap labor from
inland areas, the low cost of capital - driven in part by a policy of devaluation of the yuan - and the strong
potential of the Chinese market have already convinced many of them to relocate to China.

4.

Since 1994, foreign group moving to China have had to form joint ventures in which they cannot hold more
than 50% of the shares. This legal structure allowed their Chinese counterparts to accelerate Western
technology transfers and catch up.

In line with those strategies, China managed in three decades to lead the industrialization and patents of
electromagnets. Yet, electromagnets are machined thanks to neodymium (a rare earth) and are indispensable for
the manufacture of most electric motors. As a result, while at the end of the 1990s Japan, the United States and
Europe shared 90% of the electromagnet market, China now controls three quarters of the production. The magnets
are made in Baotou, an agglomeration of Inner Mongolia.

17
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“Voiture électrique, une aubaine pour la Chine”, Guillaume Pitron, Le Monde diplomatique, Août 2018
Communication of the European Commission on the 2017 list of Critical Raw Materials for the EU, Brussels, 13.9.2017
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China has reproduced this scenario with the batteries. China accounts for only a small share of global cobalt
production, an essential mineral for the manufacture of lithium-ion batteries, for which the DRC accounts for about
60% of the global production. The price of cobalt has more than tripled since 2016, forcing BMW and Volkswagen
to engage in direct negotiations with mining groups in recent months to secure their supplies. However, Jingmen
Gem, the Chinese specialist in the industrialization of battery materials, has formalized in early 2018 a three-year
contract for the purchase of one third of the cobalt produced each year in the DRC by the British-Swiss trading
group Glencore. As a consequence, in 2018, the Chinese battery manufacturers (Wanxiang, BYD Auto,
Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Limited (CATL), etc.), account for 80% of the consumption Congolese
cobalt.
China is expected to produce 80% of commercial batteries sold in the world by 2020. Furthermore, the aim of China
is not only to sell batteries to the world but to produce batteries in China and sell electric cars to the world. Among
the 10 first world producers of battery electric vehicles (BEV), 6 are Chinese: BYD, Shanghai Automotive Industry
Corporation (SAIC), Dongfeng Motor Corporation, Geely, FAW Group and Beijing Automotive Industry Holding Co.
Brussels announced October 11, 2017 the creation of a European Battery Alliance to counter the Chinese lead.

c. Smart power grids challenge
Smart power grids and smart roads will be required in order to enable a significant development of the electric car
market. If the whole European automotive base were at once to become electricity powered, it would lead at least
to a 15% increase in electricity consumption. More realistically, projections anticipate that by 2020 electric vehicles
will only create a 1% increase in power consumption, which will still have to be managed wisely considering the
current state of the power grid. Communication between the car and the grid will be necessary in order to avoid any
imbalances due to sudden additional load on the power networks (it is likely that most electric vehicles will be
plugged in for a recharge at more or less the same time).

d. The electric vehicle is not the solution to build an ecologic
transport network
Despite the impressive battery electric vehicles growth rates, electric vehicles production only accounted for 1,3%
of the total car produced globally19 in 2017. Besides, impressive growth rates are common in emerging market.

The absence of a recharging network throughout territories
Furthermore, a critical obstacle to the development of a global EV mass market has not yet been overcome. This
obstacle is the absence of a recharging network throughout territories. The EV market is unlikely to reach significant
proportions before the set-up of such a network.
Today, the only economically sustainable solution is to associate every sale of BEV with the installation of a fastcharging station at the client’s home. A fast-charging station at home combined with the already large BEV ranges
(400 km or more), answer nearly all the needs of the owner of a BEV at non-prohibitive cost. Yet, this solution is
absolutely not ecologically sustainable. Indeed, fast-charging stations lead to a very high electricity consumption
and if all the fat-charging stations are used between 18:00 and 23:00, the electricity consumption peak is going to
surge, implying a very great increase of the electricity production infrastructures (nuclear plants, coal-fired plants,
etc.).
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Including Passenger cars and Light Commercial Vehicles, but excluding heavy trucks, buses and coaches.
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Even if the issue of “recharging network” were solved, the sustainable development of BEV would suffer from major
boundaries.

Raw Materials issues
Although a BEV do not require petrol or diesel to operate, it requires electricity that is often produced through nonecologic processes. Nuclear plants and coal-fired plants are still the two first mean of electricity production at the
global scale.
Even if the electricity were sustainably produced, BEV production requires a great amount of non-ecologic raw
materials: lithium, cobalt, tungsten, rare earths, etc. An automotive lithium-ion battery requires up to 3.5 kg of rare
earths, 10-20 kg of cobalt and up to 60 kg of lithium to be produced. The extraction of such raw materials is very
polluting and energy consuming. Inner-Mongolia, the Chinese region specialized in rare earth extraction, is one of
the most polluted regions in the world. The main impact of the development of BEV is the delocalization of pollution
to some emerging countries rather than the reduction of pollution.

Map – 2017 – Repartition of the global production of the three main critical resources for
Battery Electric Vehicles

Sources: “Mineral Commodity summaries 2018” USGS, Le Monde Diplomatique, DECISION Études & Conseil

A threat on the long-run is the lack of lithium for Lithium-ion based electric batteries. Yet, currently 15 to 25 Million
tons of Lithium are considered as extractables at the global scale, which should allow for more than a century of
use, considering the automotive industry as consuming 2/3 of such reserves of lithium. Besides, investments are
made to extract lithium directly from water of the oceans, which would eliminate the reserve issue. Such extractions
from the oceans are for the moment very costly and very water consuming, but innovations could emerge within
the course of the coming decades.
Finally, a sustainable development of BEV also requires the set-up of a costly electric battery recycling supply chain,
which is already not always the case. A great proportion of lead acid batteries are “recycled” in Africa (13% in
Nigeria20). Yet, a lead acid battery is recyclable only where a supply chain exists to do so and that is not true in
Africa. Poor African citizens end-up by exploiting these old batteries until there is nothing left in it. The dead batteries
then corrode and pollute the local groundwater, which is what children drink.
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According to Cleantech Hub
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Electric battery weight21
Because of the current large mass of electric batteries, the rolling mass of a BEV is about 10 to 20% greater than
the rolling mass of a thermal vehicle at equal habitability. Besides, a greater rolling mass leads to heavier braking
system and running gear to support battery’s weight. Yet, running a seventy-kilogram driver in a two-tons Tesla
might look like a nonsense. The electric-assisted bicycle does not suffer from this ratio between the mass to be
transported and the total mass displaced.

e. Solutions for an ecologic transport network
In this scenario, the EU develops an ambitious, proactive and independent public policy in order to shift European
and, if possible, global private actors towards another growth model that is more effective in terms of social, ecologic
and economic development.
In this scenario, rather than to follow the global trend towards individual battery electric vehicles with autonomous
level 5, the EU chose to develop:
1.

For journeys between 100 km and 2000-3000 km


Developing rail transportation for goods and people. That is to say prohibiting vehicles for any types
of long transportation (ending any type of highway investments) and set up rail network both for the
transportation of people and goods.
o

First, the artificial intelligence required to the functioning of autonomous trains is already fully
operational. Indeed, trains are not used in open environments but in controlled and constrained
environments with no possible other obstacles than other trains. As a consequence, the two
required steps to reach autonomous vehicles level 522 are not required to the functioning of
autonomous trains because no obstacle is supposed to be on the rails. Furthermore, a network
of several trains can be controlled directly through a single artificial intelligence that only needs
to prevent the collision between two identified train;

o

Second, trains use the same energy as battery electric vehicles to function (that is electricity), but
with an increased ecologic and economic performance;

o

Finally, as enlighten in the table of the previous page, autonomous trains olds all the advantages
of autonomous vehicles level 5 but with a higher efficiency.

In other words, the real ecologic transition in terms of transport do not consists in shifting from thermal
vehicle to electric vehicles but consists in shifting from individual automotive towards rail transportation
(that is to corresponds to the real “Mobility as a Service”). All the expected advantages of an individual
battery electric vehicle with an autonomous level 5 used through “Mobility as a Service” are maximized
with autonomous trains.

“Un Bilan Litigieux”, Guillaume Pitron, Le Monde diplomatique, August 2018.
Second step: Understanding the situation perceived and the potential willingness of the different obstacles. Third step: Plan the trajectories of
the obstacles.
21
22
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2.

For journeys between 0 km and 100 km


Developing a network of small autonomous vehicles level 4 in controlled and constrained
environments. Trains cannot not transport individuals directly in front of their houses and a rail network
needs to be completed by another transport network. Automotive appears to remain the best option to
answer this need, but in a form that is radically different form the actual one.
o

Lower vehicles’ weight. Vehicles’ weight is one of the two first consumption (and therefore
pollution) factors with vehicles’ speed. If long journeys are reserved to trains and if automotive
are dedicated to journeys of less than 100 km, then automotives can be smaller with smaller
weight without economic and social costs but with great ecologic benefits;

o

Lower vehicles’ speed. Vehicles’ speed is one of the two first consumption (and therefore
pollution) factors with vehicles’ weight. If long journeys are reserved to trains and if automotive
are dedicated to journeys of less than 100 km, then automotives can be slower with smaller
motors without economic and social costs but with great ecologic benefits;

o

Avoid the trap of autonomous level 5 in open environment and focus on autonomous level
4 in controlled and constrained environment. Today, a full autonomous vehicle is neither
possible nor conceivable in an open environment. Yet, the artificial intelligence required to the
functioning of fully autonomous vehicles on controlled and constrained environment is already
fully operational. The turning point thus consist in considering the automotive network as a whole
(that is automotive + road network and related infrastructures), rather than to only focus on the
individual automotive itself. Although it is not possible to develop fully autonomous vehicles on
our current old road network, it is already possible and desirable to develop fully autonomous
vehicles on a new type of road network dedicated to autonomous vehicle. By adopting this
strategy, the development of fully autonomous car networks can be envisaged without delay. Still,
it must imperatively be coupled with a public policy of valorization of rail transport over long
distances (both in freight and passenger transport) and the development of hubs intended to
make the link between autonomous cars and trains (dense parking networks around railway
stations in suburban areas). Finally, the development of such a new automotive network should
be coupled with the new technology developments in terms of automotive infrastructures, such
as wireless dynamic charging solutions for battery electric vehicles.

Both the development of rail transportation and autonomous level 4 in controlled and constrained environment
requires large public infrastructure investments to succeed. This is why such a strategy can only be successful if it
is leaded by ambitious, proactive and independent public policies with direct public investments to reshape the
European transport infrastructure network. A start could be to set up pilot regions.
All the countries of the world will focus their public and private investments in the car itself to make it intrinsically
fully autonomous, which is extremely expensive and economically, ecologically and socially absurd.
The European Union therefore has the opportunity to take a considerable lead over other countries provided that it
makes sufficiently strong public investments in the right direction.
This solution - the most effective if the right investments are made - is already intuitively adopted by a few
automakers. For example, the Renault-Nissan alliance is currently actively working on remote control of vehicles
by operators.
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1.1.1 Scope and presentation of the
segment and its value chain
Scope of the study – Automotive electronics

i.

The elements we consider as being part “automotive electronics” are described below:
1.

Hardware
a.

Electronic Control Unit (ECU). Embedded systems or sub-systems (including calculators) that
controls one or more of the electrical functions of the vehicle. These ECU include printed circuits,
semiconductors (microcontrollers/microprocessors, memories, analog inputs), connectors, cabling
and other non-electronic components (packaging).

Here is the list of the most common ECUs:
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b.

Sensors. Embedded device that receives and responds to a signal or stimulus. Here is a
segmentation of the automotive sensors by type of technology:

Automotive Sensors for ADAS.
The following diagram offers a representation of automotive sensors dedicated to ADAS (Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems). ADAS sensors are the sensors with the greatest growth perspective in the coming decades.

Source: Ricardo plc 2016
c.

Screens. Principally the trip computers’ screen.
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2.

Embedded software. In this study, automotive software figures are often separated from automotive
electronics hardware figures. Automotive software is used by ECUs to control specific commands/applications
but is also used to manage ECUs interactions with other ECUs and with external elements. Although software
can be directly integrated into chips by Tier suppliers and then sold to carmakers, in most cases stand-alone
software are sold to carmakers that operate the integration process.

3.

Electronic related elements – Not considered in the figures of this study
a.

Electric batteries. Electric batteries are key automotive components and their importance is
growing in line with battery electric vehicle development. Yet, batteries are “electric equipments”
and not “electronics components and/or equipments”.

b.

Actuators. The great majority of the automotive actuators are electro-mechanical. In other words,
they contain electronic command and/or control units, but the great majority of both their
components and their added value are mechanics. Here is a list of automotive actuators: valves,
flaps, radiator fans, pumps, ignition coils, etc. As global car costs are decreasing while electronic
contents are rising, the necessity for carmakers to reduce marginal costs lead them to place
ECUs as close as possible from actuators in order to reduce cabling costs. ECUs are therefore
more and more correlated to their related actuators.

These elements -associated in various complex combinations- are used in a certain number of applications. We
define 6 different applications:


Powertrain



Chassis



Safety



Security



Comfort / Body



Information / Entertainment

Those applications are described in the table below:
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Table – Automotive electronics applications and sub-systems
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Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil
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ii.

Historical evolutions of the value chain in terms of
applications

Electronics experienced a slow but steady penetration into vehicle platforms, starting from the generalization of
electronic ignition systems in the 1980s.
The powertrain is historically one of the main segments of automotive electronics in terms of value, as can be
expected since electronic technologies are instrumental in increasing combustion engine performance.
After powertrain, the next big era for the deployment of electronics in the car has been safety and security. These
systems have become key elements of all automobiles under the influence of regulations and consumer demand.
Government safety mandates represented a major factor driving the growth of automotive electronics revenue over
the period 2000-2010, in the context of public authorities’ commitment to reducing casualties on the road. Traditional
safety equipments such as airbags, ABS or ESP have already become natural parts of the equipment of most cars.
Newer legislated systems including electronic stability control (ESC) and tire pressure monitoring systems (TPMS)
have also come into play, both of which require significant electronic content.
Over the 2010-2015 period, the majority of automotive electronics’ growth came from information (integrated GPS,
live traffic information, on-board diagnostics, etc.), comfort (control & command systems of seats, lights, etc.), and
entertainment applications (cabin customization, audio system customization, music and video streaming, etc.).
Over the 2015-2030 period, Advanced Driving Assistance Systems (ADAS) will definitely be the main driver of
automotive electronics. First, ADAS is the application with the highest potential global leverage effect as it involves
a significant number of new electronic control units, embedded software, actuators and sensors, etc. Second, ADAS
development is not threatened by any potential brake (expect from a systemic global economic crisis caused by
war, financial crisis, climate change, etc.), and do not require any infrastructure investment. In other words, a very
significant number of electronic ADAS applications are supported by mature self-sufficient23 technologies with
sharply decreasing prices and are not integrated yet into most of the new cars globally produced. Besides, key
automotive markets like Europe, Japan and North America are in the process of introducing legislation to aid the
prevention of fatalities of vulnerable road users, with an emphasis on the use of vision systems, a trend that is
driving the quick adoption of camera-based ADAS by car makers around the world.
Furthermore, on the short term, automakers are investing heavily in the development of engine control software
and hardware (Powertrain and Chassis), in an effort to reduce the CO2 and NOx consumption of both their petrol
and diesel vehicles, so that they can continue to market them once the new European 24 and Chinese regulations
will be implemented (See the graph below). As a consequence, electronics dedicated to engine control will grow on
the short term (at least up to 2022). Such rise will be associated to the development of the following
applications/technologies: mild hybrid (especially 48 V hybrid), injection of urea in diesel cars cylinders, cylinder
deactivation systems, continuously variable valve timing, etc. However, the global demand for diesel vehicles is
drastically decreasing, in line with the recent diesel emission scandals. The car manufacturers are therefore
investing significant amounts to develop engine control systems dedicated to diesel vehicles when they know that
in 10 years, these investments will no longer be useful because of the decline of the diesel vehicles demand.

23

Self-sufficient means that ADAS embedded electronics, once integrated into cars, requires no infrastructure investment (in
terms of roads, telecommunication networks, etc.), to operate. For instance, the development of electric cars requires the
installation of a battery recharging stations network. The development of connected cars is conditioned by the development of
4G, 5G and/or long-range M2M networks… This is not the case for ADAS.
24
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The Eu regulation that will require a reduced NOx consumption to market a vehicle in the EU will enter into force on 1 January
2019.
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Graph - Governments around the world are setting ambitious targets for transport vehicle
CO2 emissions

Source: International Council on Clean Transportation
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Although ADAS applications only represented 7.5% of the total value of automotive electronics in 2017, ADAS
applications will contribute to 31% of automotive electronics growth during the 2017-2022 period. During the
same period, Infotainment applications will contribute to 32% of automotive electronics growth. ADAS and
infotainment will be the two first factors of growth during the 2017-2022 period.
Connected cars. In line with emerging new communication functions (4G, 5G, Low Power Wide Aera Networks
(LPWAN), such as Sigfox and Lora), automotive extended communication functions will rise within the coming
decades. Although this trend will bring more electronics contents into cars, the development of such communication
networks highly depends on potential large infrastructure investments to be significant and will not be the major
factor of automotive electronics contents’ rise. The connected car concept will rely on increased communication
capabilities between:
o

Car and passenger;

o

Car and car;

o

Car and infrastructure networks.

Furthermore, only the most complex ADAS interactions require Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications: Entering
roundabouts, dealing with two simultaneous stops or with a priority-to-the-right rule require eye-to-eye contacts
between conductors. Replacing such eye contacts requires V2V communications. As a consequence, the
development of level 4 and 5 ADAS on the long run may boost the development process of connections between
cars.
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Here is a representation of the automotive electronics value chain:

Red = Electronic components / equipments hardware
Yellow = Electric and electromechanical components / equipments
Orange = Embedded software
Grey = Other
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The diagram bellow depicts the supply chain of the automotive equipments (ECU, actuators and sensors) and of their related electronic components (excluding software):
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iii.

The future belongs to Advanced Driving
Assistance Systems (ADAS)

Today, fully-autonomous vehicles are brought to the fore by medias as one of the main drivers of automotive
electronics within the next decades. Yet, there is no strict frontier between fully-autonomous vehicles and nonautonomous vehicles. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are precisely the continuum of more or less
complex electronics sub-systems that enable different degrees of autonomous driving. The first steps are already
technically mastered by car makers and integrated to high-end, mid-range and even low-end cars. All the regions
of the world are concerned as well as all the types of engines (petrol, diesel, hybrid and electric).
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems is therefore the application that will generate the largest number of new
electronic devices and the greatest increase in the complexity of the interactions between these devices up to 2022.
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) define 5 autonomous driving levels:
0.

Level zero – No Automation. The driver performs all operating tasks. Driving assistance only operates
through warning systems.
o

o
1.

Warning systems


Lane departure detectors & warning systems



Blind spot detectors & warning systems



Fatigue detectors & warning systems



Security distance alerts (objects & events detectors, warning systems)



Hands off detection & warning systems



Night vision & associated warning systems

Ignition and automatic switching of the lights

Level one – Driver Assistance. Driver assistance never acts on brakes. Besides, the driver is still fully
required for the monitoring of the surrounding environment. The aim of driving assistance is mainly to ease
and improve the efficiency of the actions undertaken by the driver.
o

Stability control through steering assistance

o

Cruise control/limiters: Acceleration/deceleration assistance in fixed scenarios
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2.

Level two – Partial Automation. Assistance with steering and/or acceleration functions to allow the driver
to disengage from some of his/her tasks. Yet, the driver must always be ready to take control of the vehicle
and is still responsible for most safety-critical functions and monitoring of the environment.

3.

o

Lane-keeping correction systems

o

Par assist

o

Adaptive cruise control: Acceleration/deceleration assistance in fixed scenarios

Level three – Conditional Automation. Complete autonomous driving modes that operate only in specific
conditions/scenarios (traffic jam only, highway only, etc.). Some safety-critical functions are undertaken
by the car (for instance braking), in fixed scenarios. Human attention to the road is not always required
during these fixed scenarios.

4.

o

Automatic emergency braking system

o

Automatic speed adaptation from traffic signs readings

o

Fail operational system

o

Dedicated Short Range Communications

Level four – High Automation. Complete autonomous driving, including complete assistance with
monitoring of the surrounding environment. All safety-critical functions are undertaken by the car (braking,
responding to any type of events, determining when to change lanes, turn, use signals, etc.). Yet, a driver
is still required, the “autonomous driving mode” must be activated by the driver and a few conditions are
still required (for instance, the “autonomous driving mode” may not work if the vehicle is off-road).
o

Artificial Intelligence capable of anticipating and responding to any type of event with a very low
failure rate.

5.

Level five – Complete Automation. Complete autonomous driving in any situation. No need for driver,
gas pedals, brakes, steering wheel, etc.
o

Artificial Intelligence capable of anticipating and responding to any type of event with a very low
failure rate.

Most automakers are currently developing vehicles at level 2. Yet, level 2 ADAS technologies already represents a
huge increase in the number of electronic devices and in the degree of complexity of the interactions between these
devices.
Besides, first level 3 vehicles are being commercialized since 2017 and will become significant up to 2030. In 2017,
Audi launched the world’s first series production L3 conditional automation system: the Audi AI traffic jam pilot,
which allows the new A8 to drive in slow-moving highway traffic up to 60 km/h without any input from the driver.
Autonomous level 4 and 5 correspond to vehicles that can really be named “autonomous”, because no supervision
at all is required from the driver who may therefore not be hold responsible for potential accidents.
ADAS will lead to an increase of the number of electronic control units, sensors, actuators and embedded software.
Yet, the prices of electronic embedded hardware and their related added value are decreasing on average. On the
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iv. The future belongs to embedded software
development
Nowadays, the added value of automotive electronics coming from software is already significant. Furthermore,
embedded software is the automotive electronics segment that is currently growing at the most significant pace.
The players who will most benefit from the growth of automotive electronics within the next 10 years will therefore
be those who will design embedded software. Following is a description of the evolutions and associated challenges
of embedded software since the beginning of automotive electronics in the 1980s.
In the 1980s, software was very difficult to alter once it was in vehicle production 25. When they were first
developed in the 1980s, electronic control units (ECUs) were housed on chips that were either erasableprogrammable read-only memory (EPROM) or masked read-only memory (MROM). EPROMs were slow to
program but could be erased and reused, although the process was tedious. MROMs were a better value, because
they could be programmed on a large scale, but they couldn’t be updated or rewritten. Wherever software was
housed in these early days, this software was very difficult to alter once it was in vehicle production. Most issues
were addressed via direct part replacement. Customers were notified of required changes and brought their vehicles
into their dealers, where the ECUs (and the software integrated into those ECUs), were physically replaced.
In the late 1990s and early 2000s26. -along with engine controllers, powertrain controllers and centralized body
control modules’ development- ECUs processors started using flash memory and engineers developed
several paths for updates to the operating system (OS) and applications, such as on-board diagnostics (OBD)
and BDM or JTAG connection ports. During this time, designers were integrating more and more ECUs into car
features and rapidly increasing their capabilities, requiring far more memory and processing power than ever before
(a modern seat controller, for example, uses pulse counts and a memory switch to store a driver’s preferred seat
position). To meet the continually increasing demand for new features and the software to support them, the
automotive industry created guidelines for three components: common library components, a common OS, and
communication and diagnostics standards.
As the applications and the OSs became more sophisticated3, software share in the automotive electronics
added value became more and more important. ECUs are now written in higher-level languages (such C or
C++), and require more memory and processing power. Furthermore, a car today can have more than 10 million
lines of code, compared to about 50,000 in the 1980s. That growth shows no signs of stopping. Software size and
complexity will continue to increase as advanced driver assistance systems, autonomous vehicle mapping data and
connectivity applications continue to evolve.
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The elements included in this paragraph are highly inspired by the intervention of John Vangelov (Manager of the embedded
modem features group at Ford Motor Company), on “Software Updates in automotive Electronic Control Units” made at the
workshop on “Cyber Resilience, Software update as a Mechanism for Resilience and Security” organized by the National
Academies of Sciences Engineering and Medicine in Washington, DC in 2017. doi: https://doi.org/10.17226/24833.
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The elements included in this paragraph are inspired by the intervention of John Vangelov (Manager of the embedded modem
features group at Ford Motor Company) on “Software Updates in automotive Electronic Control Units” made at the workshop on
“Cyber Resilience, Software update as a Mechanism for Resilience and Security” organized by the National Academies of
Sciences Engineering and Medicine in Washington, DC in late 2017. doi: https://doi.org/10.17226/24833.
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Bar chart – The rise of automotive embedded software

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil

Current main challenges for embedded software developers
Software standardization issue. The Automotive SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability
Determination, 2004) and ISO 26262 (2011) provided first standardization elements relative to embedded software
structures as well as data calibration. In 2013, Unified Diagnostic Services and ISO 15765 developed and defined
diagnostic services for software update deliveries. Yet, embedded software technologies, applications and
architectures drastically evolved since then and a lot of aspects of software design and integration are currently
insufficiently standardized, leading to high integration costs 27. The release of ISO26262 edition 2 is planned for late
2018 and should provide new incentives on responses to failure and potential malfunctions.
Shorten updates’ time and energy consumption. As computerized as cars have become, the vast majority are
powered by a lead acid battery and internal combustion engine, a power supply system that is simply not optimized
for long software updates without additional charging. Very large updates could risk draining the battery, which
could erase the module being updated and even deprogram some of the car’s ECUs, making them inoperable. Yet,
because of software integration issues, operating systems, their services and the application logic are often not
optimized for software update. As a result, whenever carmakers are to update a module, they are forced to update
the entire embedded system. Ideally, each specific component’s software could be partitioned, but unfortunately
ECUs are not written that way, and even if they were, that could create a different problem because multiple parts
and subparts would all need to be individually managed and updated across a distributed system of ECUs.
Therefore, the current most common solution used by automakers is to double the amount of storage to allow the
car to operate the old system while the new one is being installed. This phenomenon leads to a great increase of
memories integrated into cars: The automotive memory IC market is forecast to increase 73% from $ 2.9 billion in
2017 to $5.0 billion in 2021.
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See in particular « Deep learning in Automotive Software », Fabio Falcini, Giuseppe Lami & Alessandra Mitidieri Costanza,
published by IEEE Computer Society.
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Enhance remote update. Diagnostic tools are the primary method for delivering the majority of the ECUs software
updates. Yet, there are several other methods, including USB (mostly for updating the “infotainment” systems), and
remote methods such as Wi-Fi and cellular systems. Although Wi-Fi and cellular technologies allow for remote
updates that are cheaper for automakers and more convenient for passengers, they are currently rarely used for
two reasons. First, remote updates need to be designed at the stage of embedded software development and
integration because it modifies embedded software’s architecture. Second, remote update ease cyber-security
breaches. Indeed, in today’s cars, the infotainment ECUs network (including Wi-Fi and/or cellular interfaces) is most
of the time separated from all the other ECUs in order to prevent a cyber-attack coming from Wi-Fi and/or cellular
interfaces to hit powertrain & chassis actuators through their related ECUs.
Automotive electronics challenge: control the software development value chain
Most automakers subcontract all of the electronic component manufacturing. However, all of them design some of
the software, so that today, the design of embedded software in cars is realized through a "distributed" value chain.
In other words, software development processes are divided between automakers and their Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier
3 suppliers.
Car manufacturers are dissatisfied with this situation for two reasons:


On the one hand, they realize that most of the increase of added value within the next decade will come
from embedded software and that it is therefore important to directly develop embedded software.



On the other hand, they are for the moment obliged for safety reasons to certify the proper functioning of
the software that each supplier sends them before sending the software back to other higher-ranking
suppliers. Once they receive the new software from those higher-ranking suppliers, they have to certify for
the second time the new software, etc. This creates duplicates in the certification of the work of their
suppliers (see the diagram below).

Car manufacturers are therefore thriving to internalize all software development:


By performing software development internally. For instance, this is the strategy of the Renault Group
through the acquisition of 421 Intel engineers in 2017 in Toulouse and Sophia-Antipolis (France).



By setting up Joint-Ventures and Open Innovation programs. This is for instance the strategy of the BMW
Group through the development of an autonomous driving platform with Mobileye and Delphi. Mobileye,
owned by Intel, is one of the leading suppliers of software that enables Advanced Driving Assistance
Systems (ADAS). On its side, Delphi will leverage its expertise in automated driving and system
integration. The aim of this platform is to integrate and industrialize level 3 to level 5 automated driving
technology for multiple automotive OEMs.

Yet, major automotive electronic equipment suppliers, major software development companies and even the
GAFA are thriving to take the lead on this embedded software value chain.
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v.

Impact of electric vehicles on the supply chain

The current middle term shift from diesel and petrol engine to hybrid and electric engine needs to be considered in
this study and will have a significant and long-term impact on the automotive electronic supply chain.
Yet, only a few electronic embedded applications are different between a petrol/diesel car and a hybrid/electric car
(2 out of 6).




Applications impacted by the shift from diesel/petrol to hybrid/electric vehicles:
o

Powertrain;

o

Chassis;

Applications not impacted by the shift from diesel/petrol to hybrid/electric vehicles:
o

Infotainment;

o

Comfort / Body;

o

Safety;

o

Security.

In addition:


Electric vehicles production (Battery electric vehicles) only accounted for 1% of the world automotive
production in 2017. Despite annual growth rates of 30% to 50%, the electric vehicles production is
expected to represent less than 2% of the world production up to 202228;



Hybrid vehicles production (Full Hybrid Electric Vehicles and Plug-in Hybrid Electric vehicles) only
accounted for 2% of the world automotive production in 2017 and should not represent more than 5% of
the world production up to 202229.

28
29

Source: Scenario green constraint BIPE / PFA
Source: Scenario green constraint BIPE / PFA
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vi. Towards Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
What really is at stake with the development of ADAS and electric vehicles is not only a technical evolution, but a
complete transition of the automotive industry from an energy-centered model towards a decentralized model and
from a personal-cars model towards a shared-vehicles-services model.
First, once sufficient level of autonomous driving will be reached, cars will be able to park alone and to reach any
destination alone. Why in such a situation having a personal parking place and a personal car? Why should the car
remain in a parking while its personal owner does not need it when it could autonomously drive to another
destination to transport another person from one place to another? Autonomous driving will put an end to business
models centered on selling a personal car to a client for a long period of time.
The exact same phenomenon can be observed with electric vehicles which require to be often recharged.
Recharging an electric vehicle is incompatible with personal car ownership. Indeed, a worker can only recharge its
car between 12:00 and 14:00 or between 18:00 and 1:00, that is exactly during electricity consumption peaks (see
the diagram below). No technological solution is possible to overcome that issue. Yet, moving from personal-cars
models to shared-vehicles-services would directly solve it, allowing cars to recharge whenever no passenger need
to be transported during the day and when electricity consumption is low.

Diagram – Electric production vs consumption (French typical day 2015)

Real consumption

There is thus a convergence between the development of autonomous driving and the development of electric
vehicles to solve todays automotive consumption and pollution challenges.
As a consequence, new business models already emerge. In 2017, 69% of the French automotive sells were leasing
with purchasing options. That depicts a first move from personal cars to shared cars.
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Energy, telecom, and retail operators may be interested in developing customized and innovative services based
on electric cars. Finally, transport operators, such as railway or airline operators, may also be interested in
developing such type of services in order to provide end-to-end transport solutions to their customers.
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1.1.2 Figures, Europe 2010-2017, world
and main countries
i. Methodology notes


The automotive figures presented in the following automotive report corresponds to a “large acceptation”
of automotive electronics. Indeed:
o

The “turnover” figures correspond to the price of the electronic sub-systems sold by the
automakers to the customers. Therefore, this turnover includes the turnover of automotive
electronics generated by the automakers (including their margin). Contrary to the calculation
methodology of the other end-user reports, it does not only correspond to the price of the
automotive electronics sub-systems sold by electronics suppliers (Bosch, etc.);

o

The “employment” figures correspond to the sum of the automotive electronics employees at
every step of the automotive electronics value chain (automakers + automotive electronics tier
1, 2 and 3 suppliers + automotive semiconductors suppliers). In the other end-user reports of
this study, the “employment” figures (mostly measured by the Eurostat SBS industry database),
correspond to the equivalent of the employees of the automotive electronics tier 1 suppliers only
(excluding automakers, automotive tier 2 & 3 suppliers and automotive semiconductors
suppliers).



As a consequence, in order to be more precise in the measure of the global electronic equipment
production and to ease the comparison between the different segments, the figures corresponding to
“Automotive electronics” presented in the pyramids and in the overviews have been adapted to feat the
methodology of Eurostat used in the other end-user segments. This is the reason why:
o

In 2017, the estimated world production of automotive electronics in this automotive report is 530
B €;

o

In 2017, the estimated world production of automotive electronics used in the pyramids and in
the electronics equipments comparisons is 306 B €.
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A. National statistics
National public statistics only provide a few uncompleted information regarding automotive electronics. As a
consequence, an internal database has been set up to cover the entire scope of the study.
The OECD only provides data at the aggregate level of “Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers”. Such data are
therefore not relevant to study automotive electronics.
Eurostat only provides the following data:


From the SBS industry and construction database:
o

Methodology: The SBS industry database present data from any EU company that operates 50%
or more of its turnover in the related NACE 2 classification.

o

Fields covered:


o

NACE Code 2931: Manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles

Variables available:

o



Number of employees



Turnover



Added value at factor costs



Net investment in tangible assets

Those figures cover not only the automotive electronic equipments, but also the automotive
electrical equipment, which are out of scope. Furthermore, a significant number of
automotive electronic equipments are classified in other segments (NACE codes) such as
“Manufacture of electronic components” (NACE Code 2611). Yet, this indicator gives orders
of magnitudes and trends at the European country level.



From the Prodcom database (providing “Factory-gate” information only):
o

Methodology: Prodcom’s data present the volume of units produced by factories (only) and
the related average price of every product.

o

o

Fields covered:


Vehicle speed indicators



Electric burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus for motor vehicles

Variables available:


Production Value (M €)



Production Quantities (M units)



Average Selling Prices (ASP)

Regarding the USA, the US census only provides data automotive audio equipments (excluding speakers).
Finally, national statistics from other countries (Japan, Korea, China, etc.) are either not public or do not provide
details for automotive electronics equipment/components.
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A. DECISION’s statistics
As a consequence, we have built new and dedicated hard data that allow to precisely position the European Union
in the World and to depict the production of the different member states. To build such hard data, we have analyzed
each annual report and other relevant documents of each leader in each segment of automotive electronics.


We have collected hard data on the top 10 global automakers, as well as on BMW and Daimler. Altogether,
those 12 automakers accounts for 73% of the world motor vehicle production (in unit).



We have collected hard data on the top 16 global automotive electronics equipment manufacturers (Bosch,
Continental, etc.), that represent 34% of the global automotive electronics equipments’ production (in
euros).

Thanks to those specific data, we are able to present detailed data on:
0.

Automotive electronics. We define automotive electronics as the sum of the estimated automotive
electronics activities of the Tier 1 automotive electronics suppliers in the World. We also include in
automotive electronics the estimated automotive electronics activities of automakers. Apart from a very
few numbers of exceptions, automakers never assemble automotive electronics equipments internally. As
a consequence, automakers are negligible in terms of automotive electronics factory production. Yet,
automakers’ automotive electronics engineering activities represent around 1/3 of the global automotive
electronics engineering.

1.

Automotive electronics – Office activities. We provide specific figures for automotive electronics office
activities. Offices activities are defined as engineering offices and headquarters only (factories, sales
offices, design offices, offices dedicated to test drive as well as engineering offices specifically dedicated
to motorsport are excluded from the analysis). Offices activities are carried out by skilled employees
(principally by engineers). The location of offices activities is also highly correlated with the locations of
the know-how and the patents.

2.

Automotive electronics – Factories activities. We provide specific figures for automotive electronics
factory activities. Factories activities are defined as the activities from factories (engineering offices,
headquarters, sales offices, design offices, offices dedicated to test drive as well as engineering offices
specifically dedicated to motorsport are excluded from the analysis). Factory activities represent the
majority of automotive electronics activities both in terms of employment and turnover.
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For every type of activity, we present the following variables:
-

Turnover (M €). The turnover estimated is supposed to correspond to the exact total turnover generated by
the automotive electronics industry without any double-counting. Indeed, it corresponds to the sum of the
final automotive electronics goods and services sold. Below is the formula used to calculate the turnover:
Global turnover automotive electronics =
Sum (Global turnover of automotive electronics from Tier 1 automotive electronics suppliers) +
Sum (Global turnover of engineering offices and headquarters activities from automakers dedicated to automotive
electronics)
As we can notice in the formula above, turnovers in automotive electronics from Tier 2 and Tier 3 automotive
electronics suppliers as well as turnovers of semiconductor producers dedicated to automotive are not
considered in the figures presented below in this chapter. This methodology is designed to prevent any
double-counting. Indeed, turnovers of automotive Tier 2 suppliers, automotive Tier 3 suppliers and of
semiconductor producers are already considered into turnovers of automotive Tier 1 suppliers.

-

Number of employees (full-time or part-time but excluding internships). The number of employees
estimated corresponds to the exact total number of employees from automotive electronics. Below is the
formula used to calculate the number of employees in the figures that are presented below:
Global number of employees in automotive electronics =
Sum (Global number of employees in automotive electronics from Tier 1 automotive electronics suppliers) +
Sum (Global number of employees in engineering offices and headquarters of automakers dedicated to automotive
electronics) +
Sum (Global number of employees in automotive electronics from Tier 2 and Tier 3 automotive electronics suppliers)
+
Sum (Global number of employees in automotive electronics from semiconductor producers)
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Finally, for every type of activity, we present the following geographic repartition:
The global breakdown in 8 regions:

-

1.

The EU (28-member states);

2.

Rest of Europe: Russia, Turkey, Switzerland, Iceland, Norway, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Liechtenstein, Moldova, Serbia and Montenegro, Ukraine, Belarus, Faroe Islands;

3.

North America: The USA, Canada and Mexico;

4.

China;

5.

Japan;

6.

Other Asia & Pacific;

7.

South America;

8.

Rest of the world: Africa (including Madagascar), Middle-east including Israel, Central Asia
(Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kirghizstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia).

The repartition of the main countries at the global scale;

-

Inside the European Union, the breakdown in the 28-member states.

-

It is important to understand that the results of this statistical methodology from DECISION result from a
broader definition of “end-user electronic value chain” than the one used in public statistics in the other
end-user reports (PC & data processing for instance)30. This is the reason why the figures presented may
seem very significant relatively to the other end-user report and this is the reason why the figures of
automotive electronics have been adapted in the overview to feat the methodology used in the other enduser reports.


In 2017, the estimated world production of automotive electronics in this automotive report is 530
B €;



In 2017, the estimated world production of automotive electronics used in the pyramids and in the
electronics equipments comparisons is 306 B €.
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i. Global automotive electronics production and
growth
Market Size
Automotive electronics production represented 306 billion euros in 2017 31, that is 16% of the world electronic
production32. In other words, Automotive is the fourth global electronic market in 2017 after telecommunication
(€ 405 M, 21%), industrial (€ 383 M, 20%) and data processing (€ 379 M, 19%).

Growth
Automotive electronics production registered a strong compound annual growth rate (CAGR) within the 2012-2017
period compared to the other electronics applications (Audio-Video, Home appliances, Data processing,
Telecommunications, Aerospace/Defence/Security, Industrial/Medical), with a CAGR of 6%. Automotive electronics
benefited from the third highest CAGR after Health & Care (10% CAGR), and the industrial segment (7.6% CAGR).
Furthermore, automotive electronics production is expected to register the highest CAGR within the 2017-2022
period compared to the other electronics applications, with an estimated CAGR of 10%33.
As a consequence, automotive is expected to represent € 493 B by 2022 and to outreach the telecommunication
and the PC & data processing segments by 2022-2025.
The global automotive electronics production is driven by two main factors:


The world automotive production in unit, driven by emerging markets, benefits from significant growth with
an estimated average annual growth rate of more than 3% over the 2017-2022 period;



The average percentage of electronics in the added value of an automotive will also benefits from high
growth over the period 2017-2022 (5% CAGR). Its main driver will be Advanced Driving Assistance
Systems (ADAS) but also Infotainment and the main beneficiaries of this growth will be embedded software
developers.

32
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DECISION Études & Conseil
DECISION Études & Conseil, IC Insights
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Graph - The two drivers of automotive electronics production growth

Source: DECISION Études & Conseil, IOMVM, Eurostat, OECD

The average electronic cost by car is rising while the average total car cost is decreasing. Indeed, the average car
production cost (in euro) slightly but steadily decreased over the 2010-2017 period with a compound annual growth
rate of -1.3%. Over the same period, the average automotive electronics production costs by car rose with a
compound annual growth rate of 2.2%. In other words, the average electronic cost by car is rising while the
average total car cost is decreasing.

Table - Global Automotive growth

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil, OECD, Eurostat, IOMVM, Industrial & Expert interviews
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ii. Global automotive electronics production by
electronic segment

The following serie of graphs provides a breakdown of the global automotive electronics production by segment of
electronic equipments/components.
Automotive embedded software:


In 2017, automotive embedded software market accounted for € 63 B;



In 2017, automotive embedded software development from automakers (internal development),
generated a global turnover of € 11 B, that is 18% of the global turnover generated by automotive
embedded software development (€ 63 B). The same year, automotive embedded software development
from automakers employed 21 000 high-qualified developers worldwide;
o

The EU’s position. In 2017, automotive embedded software development from automakers in the
EU generated a turnover of € 3 B (27% of the global embedded software turnover from automakers)
and represented 6 500 high-skilled jobs (31% of the global number of automotive embedded software
developers from automakers);

o

In other words, the EU is the first region of the world in terms of turnover generated by automotive
embedded software development from automakers. Below is the regional breakdown:





The EU (27%), of which Germany (16%) and France (7%);



North America (24%) / The USA (24%);



Japan (19%);



China (13%);



Other Asia & Pacific (11%), of which South Korea (6%);



Rest of Europe (3,6%);



South America (1,2%);



Rest of the world (1,2%).

The automotive embedded software market of automotive supplier therefore represented 52 B € in
2017.
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Diagram: 2017 – Automotive electronics segments (hard and soft) % Automotive production value (2017)

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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Diagram: 2017 – Automotive electronics segments (hard and soft) % Automotive electronics production value

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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iii.The EU’s position in the World
A. Geographic repartition of automotive electronics (hardware
+ software) by region
a. Global repartition
The following diagrams provide detailed information on the regional repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware & software).

Analyses:


In 2017, the EU automotive electronics turnover accounted for 28% of the global automotive electronics
turnover. In other words, in 2017, the EU was the first region in terms of automotive electronics production
(hardware and software). In line with its high automotive electronics turnover generated in the EU, 26% of
the global employees in automotive electronics were located in the EU in 2017. The EU is therefore very
well positioned in this huge and fast-growing end-user segment, which makes it a critical sector for the
EU;



Yet, the two first regions in terms of growth are China and South East Asia (excluding Japan), with
estimated 2017-2022 CAGR of respectively 14.2% and 15.2%. As a consequence, China’s production is
expected to correspond to 90% of EU’s production by 2022;



Asia as a whole (that is China, Japan and rest of Asia & Pacific), represented 43% of the global production
in 2012, represents 46% of the global production in 2017 and is expected to represent 50% of the global
production in 2022.
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Bar charts – 2017 – Automotive electronics – Regional repartition

Automotive electronics: Turnover of automakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics. Employees of automakers, of automotive Tier 1, Tier 2
and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics.
Source: DECISION Études & Conseil
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b. Office activities
The following diagrams provide detailed information on the regional repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware & software), in terms of office activities only.
Analyses:


In 2017, the EU automotive electronics turnover generated by office activities (engineering offices and
headquarters), accounted for 33% of the global automotive electronics turnover from office activities. In
other words, in 2017, the EU was the first region in terms of automotive electronics office activities
(hardware and software). In line with this high automotive electronics turnover generated in the EU, 32%
of the global employees in automotive electronics engineering offices and headquarters were located in
the EU in 2017. The EU is therefore very well positioned in terms of skilled jobs, engineering and R&D
activities in automotive electronics;



Yet, China can already be considered as the fourth region in terms of automotive electronics skilled jobs
and automotive electronics generated by engineering offices and should become the first country (ahead
of Japan, the USA and Germany), by 2030;



Asia as a whole (that is China, Japan and rest of Asia & Pacific), represents 42% of the global turnover
generated by engineering offices and headquarters in automotive electronics in 2017.

Bar charts – 2017 – Automotive electronics – Regional repartition - Offices

Automotive electronics office activities: Turnover of automakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers dedicated to
automotive electronics in engineering offices and headquarters. Employees of automakers, of automotive Tier 1,
Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics in engineering offices
and headquarters. Factories and sales offices are excluded from the analysis.
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a. Factories’ activities
The following diagrams provide detailed information on the regional repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware & software), in terms of factories only.
Analyses:


In 2017, the EU automotive electronics turnover generated by factories, accounted for 25% of the global
automotive electronics turnover. In other words, in 2017, the EU was the first region in terms of automotive
electronics turnover generated by factories (hardware only). In line with this high automotive electronics
turnover generated in the EU, 24% of the global employees in automotive electronics factories were
located in the EU in 2017. The EU is therefore very well positioned not only in terms of skilled jobs,
engineering and R&D activities in automotive electronics, but also in terms of production from factories;



Yet, China can already be considered as the second region in terms of automotive electronics turnover
generated by factories and should overtake the EU’s position by 2030;



Asia as a whole (that is China, Japan and rest of Asia & Pacific), represents 48% of the global turnover
generated by factories in automotive electronics in 2017.



Bar charts – 2017 – Automotive electronics – Regional repartition - Factories

Automotive electronics factory activities: Turnover of automotive Tier 1 suppliers’ factories dedicated to automotive
electronics. Employees of automotive Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated
to automotive electronics in factories. Engineering offices, headquarters, sales offices, design offices, offices
dedicated to test drive as well as engineering offices specifically dedicate to motorsport are excluded from the
analysis.
Source: DECISION Études & Conseil
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B. Geographic repartition of automotive electronics (hardware
+ software) by country
The following diagrams provide detailed information on the country repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware & software): global figures, office activities only and factories’ activities.


Global ranking
o

In 2017 at the global scale, the automotive electronics production was clearly dominated by four
countries: China, the USA, Japan, and Germany. Their cumulated turnover accounted for 53%
of the global turnover in 2017;

o

The automotive electronics turnovers generated by each of these four countries are quite similar
in 2017. Indeed, German’s automotive electronics turnover (the fourth country) represented 56%
of China’s automotive electronics turnover (the first country) in 2017;

o

The other countries are quite negligible in comparison with those four leaders. Indeed, India’s
automotive electronics turnover (the fifth country) represented only 3,2% of the global automotive
electronics turnover in 2017;

o

For already more than 10 years, China is the global leader in terms of automotive electronics. In
2017, China’s turnover represented 18% of the global turnover and almost 20% of the people
employed in the world in automotive electronics were located in China.



Office activities
o

In 2017 at the global scale, the automotive electronics office activities (engineering offices and
headquarters), were clearly dominated by four countries: China, the USA, Japan, and Germany.
Their cumulated turnover from office activities accounted for 59% of the global turnover from
offices activities in 2017;

o

The automotive electronics turnovers generated by each of these four countries are quite similar
in 2017. Indeed, China’s automotive electronics turnover from office activities (the fourth country)
represented 71% of Japan’s automotive electronics turnover from office activities (the first
country) in 2017;

o

The other countries are quite negligible in comparison with those four leaders. Indeed, France’s
automotive electronics turnover from office activities (the fifth country) represented only 29% of
China’s automotive electronics turnover from office activities (the fourth country) and 3.6% of the
global automotive electronics turnover from office activities in 2017;

o

Despite China’s impressive growth for already more than 10 years, Japan, Germany and the USA
remain the three world leaders in terms of engineering, R&D and supporting functions in
automotive electronics;

o

Yet, China can already be considered as the fourth region in terms of automotive electronics
skilled jobs and automotive electronics generated by engineering offices and should become the
first country (ahead of Japan, the USA and Germany), by 2025.
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Factories activities
o

For already more than 10 years, the global automotive electronics factory production is clearly
dominated by one country: China. The turnover generated by Chinese factories’ production
accounted for 21% of the global factory production in 2017;

o

The three other main players are the USA, Japan, and Germany. Their turnover from factory
production accounted respectively for 13%, 9.2% and 7.7% of the global turnover from factory
production in 2017;

o

The other countries are quite negligible in comparison with those four leaders. Indeed, India’s
automotive electronics turnover from factory production (the fifth country) represented only 3.7%
of the global automotive electronics turnover from factory production in 2017.
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Bar charts – 2017 – Automotive electronics – Country repartition

Source: DECISION Études & Conseil
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Automotive electronics: Turnover of automakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers dedicated to automotive
electronics. Employees of automakers, of automotive Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor
suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics.
Automotive electronics office activities: Turnover of automakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers dedicated to
automotive electronics in engineering offices and headquarters. Employees of automakers, of automotive Tier 1,
Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics in engineering offices
and headquarters. Factories and sales offices are excluded from the analysis.
Automotive electronics factory activities: Turnover of automotive Tier 1 suppliers’ factories dedicated to automotive
electronics. Employees of automotive Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated
to automotive electronics in factories. Engineering offices, headquarters, sales offices, design offices, offices
dedicated to test drive as well as engineering offices specifically dedicate to motorsport are excluded from the
analysis.

C. Geographic repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware only, Factory-gate figures, factories)

The following tables provide detailed information on the regional repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware only), measured in terms of Factory-gate figures34.

Analyses:


In 2017, the EU production (factory-fate figures, million euros), accounted for 28% of the global production.
In other words, in 2017, the EU was the first region in terms of automotive electronics production (hardware
only);



Yet, the two first regions in terms of growth are China and South East Asia (excluding Japan), with
estimated 2017-2022 CAGR of respectively 14% and 14.5%. As a consequence, China is expected to
overtake the EU’s position by 2022;



Asia as a whole (that is China, Japan and rest of Asia & Pacific), represented 45% of the global production
in 2012, represents 49% of the global production in 2017 and is expected to represent 54% of the global
production in 2022.

34
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Factory-gate figures: Sum of the production costs of every automotive electronic equipment when it leaves its factory. Sales and marketing
costs as well as automakers’ margin are not considered in those figures.
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Table (1/2) – Geographic repartition of automotive electronics production (M €) – Prodcom / US Census equivalent

Automotive electronics production = Electronic Control Units (ECUs), automotive sensors, automotive screens and embedded software.
Prodcom/US census equivalent = The values given in this table have been adapted to feat the methodology used by the Eurostat prodcom database and the US Census, in order to enable comparison
with the other end-user electronic equipment reports.
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Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil

Table (2/2) – Geographic repartition of automotive electronics production (M €) – Prodcom / US Census equivalent

Automotive electronics production = Electronic Control Units (ECUs), automotive sensors, automotive screens and embedded software.
Prodcom/US census equivalent = The values given in this table have been adapted to feat the methodology used by the Eurostat prodcom database and the US Census, in order to enable comparison
with the other end-user electronic equipment reports.
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Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil

Diagram - Geographic repartition of automotive electronics production (M €) – Hardware only – Factory-gate figures

Automotive electronics production = Electronic Control Units (ECUs), automotive sensors, automotive screens and embedded software.
Prodcom/US census equivalent = The values given in this table have been adapted to feat the methodology used by the Eurostat prodcom database and the US Census, in order to enable comparison
with the other end-user electronic equipment reports.
Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil
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iv. EU’s turnover, employment, value added and
investment
Table – 2017 – Automotive Electronics – EU key indicators

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil

v. Geographical repartition inside the EU
The prodcom database provides very few relevant hard data regarding automotive electronics. The prodcom
figures can be find in the annexes of the automotive report “i. Prodcom figures”.

The Eurostat SBS industry database (Structural Business Statistics, Annual detailed enterprise statistics for
industry) provide data regarding the automotive electronics segment using the NACE segmentation. Yet, only one
NACE segment provide information on the automotive electronics segment and this NACE segment is named
“electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles”. On the one hand, this segment includes the electrical
equipments that are not part of the automotive electronics industry and on the other hand, the majority of automotive
electronics equipments are excluded from this NACE segment and are considered in other NACE segments that
are not specifically dedicated to automotive. As a consequence, Eurostat SBS data are presented in the annexes
of the automotive report “Annexes iii. Eurostat SBS industry database figures”.

The following diagrams provide detailed information on the country repartition of automotive electronics production
(hardware & software) inside the European Union: global figures, office activities only and factories’ activities.
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A. Global intra-EU repartition


In 2017 and for decades, the EU automotive electronics production have clearly been dominated by one
country: Germany. Germany’s turnover in automotive electronics accounted for 37% of the EU total
turnover in 2017. Besides, 32% of the people employed in the EU automotive electronics industry in 2017
were located in Germany.



France is the second EU country in terms of automotive electronics. Yet, France’s turnover in automotive
electronics only accounted for 22% of Germany’s turnover and 8% of the EU total turnover in automotive
electronics in 2017;



These figures bring forwards the predominance of Germany and its hinterland (Poland, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Austria and Hungary);
o

In 2017, Germany and its hinterland accounted for 57% of EU’s total automotive electronics
turnover (€ 82 900 M) and for 54% of EU’s total automotive electronics jobs (with 586 478 jobs).

o

Besides, according to Eurostat, in 2015 east European Union 35 represented 45% of the EU in
terms of turnover, 72% of the EU in terms of employees, 41% of the EU in terms of added value
and 63% of the EU in terms of investment.



East European Union countries are the countries with the highest growth prospects: Romania (13.3%),
Hungary (12.8%), Czech Republic (12%), Austria (11.6%), Slovakia (11.1%), Bulgaria (7.2%);



Although below the EU average growth forecast over the 2017-2022 period, Germany, France, Sweden
and Portugal will benefit from very positive growth prospects with respective forecast CAGR 2017-2022 of
8.5%, 7.5%, 10.1% and 5%;



Germany and its hinterland should benefit from an average CAGR 2017-2022 of 9.2%, above the EU
average CAGR 2017-2022 of 8.5%.

35
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East European Union = Romania, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Hungary, Austria, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Lithuania (excluding Latvia
and Estonia because of missing values)
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Bar charts – 2017, Intra-EU repartition, Automotive electronics (hardware & software)

Automotive electronics: Turnover of automakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers dedicated to automotive
electronics. Employees of automakers, of automotive Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor
suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics.
Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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B. Intra-EU repartition – Offices activities


In 2017 and for decades, the EU automotive electronics production in terms of engineering offices, R&D
offices and supporting functions have clearly been dominated by one country: Germany. Germany’s
turnover in automotive electronics office activities accounted for 49% of the EU turnover from offices
activities in 2017. Besides, 43% of the people employed in office activities of the EU automotive electronics
industry in 2017 were located in Germany;



France is the second EU country in terms of automotive electronics office activities. Yet, France’s turnover
in automotive electronics from office activities only accounted for 23% of Germany’s turnover from office
activities and 11% of the EU total turnover from office activities in automotive electronics in 2017;



These figures also bring forwards the predominance of Germany and its hinterland (Poland, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Austria and Hungary). In 2017, Germany and its hinterland accounted for 60% of EU’s
total automotive electronics turnover from office activities (€ 32 679 M) and for 58% of EU’s total
automotive electronics jobs in offices activities (with 167 777 skilled jobs).
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Bar charts – 2017, Intra-EU repartition, Automotive electronics (hardware & software) –
Offices activities

Automotive electronics office activities: Turnover of automakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers dedicated to
automotive electronics in engineering offices and headquarters. Employees of automakers, of automotive Tier 1,
Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics in engineering offices
and headquarters. Factories and sales offices are excluded from the analysis.
Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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C. Intra-EU repartition – Factories


In 2017 and for decades, the EU automotive electronics production in terms of factory production have
clearly been dominated by one country: Germany. Germany’s turnover in automotive electronics factory
production accounted for 31% of the EU turnover from factory production in 2017. Besides, 29% of the
people employed in the automotive electronics factories of the EU in 2017 were located in Germany;



France is the second EU country in terms of automotive electronics factory production. Yet, France’s
turnover in automotive electronics from factory production only accounted for 23% of Germany’s turnover
from factory production and 7.2% of the EU total turnover from factory production in automotive electronics
in 2017.



These figures also bring forwards the predominance of Germany and its hinterland (Poland, Czech
Republic, Slovakia, Austria and Hungary). In 2017, Germany and its hinterland accounted for 56% of EU’s
total automotive electronics turnover from factory production (€ 50 988 M) and for 53% of EU’s total
automotive electronics jobs in factories (with 428 736 jobs).
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Bar charts – 2017, Intra-EU repartition, Automotive electronics (hardware & software) –
Factories activities

Automotive electronics factory activities: Turnover of automotive Tier 1 suppliers’ factories dedicated to automotive
electronics. Employees of automotive Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers and of semiconductor suppliers dedicated
to automotive electronics in factories. Engineering offices, headquarters, sales offices, design offices, offices
dedicated to test drive as well as engineering offices specifically dedicate to motorsport are excluded from the
analysis.
Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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1.1.3 Company positioning, Europe,
World
The following tables provide detailed information on the TOP 20 global automotive electronics Tier 1 suppliers.

For every player, an estimation is made of its:


Global turnover;



Global turnover generated by its automotive activities;



Global turnover generated by its automotive electronics activities;



Global turnover generated by its automotive activities excluding automotive electronics activities;



Market Share Automotive electronics. That is the ratio:
Market Share Automotive electronics =
Global turnover of the particular player dedicated to automotive electronics /
Global turnover of all the Tier 1 automotive electronics suppliers dedicated to automotive electronics



Number of employees in automotive electronics (full-time or part-time but excluding internships);



Turnover/employee in automotive electronics;



Growth rate 2016-2017 of automotive activities;



Growth rate 2016-2017 of automotive electronics activities;



Growth rate 2016-2017 of automotive activities excluding automotive electronics activities.
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i. Company analyses


The TOP 20 global automotive electronics Tier 1 suppliers account for 36% of the global automotive
electronics Tier 1 suppliers’ market both in terms of turnover and employees;



The companies whose principal shareholders is headquartered in one of the 28 EU member states
represents 45% of the TOP 20’s total number of employees in automotive electronics and 49% of the TOP
20’s total turnover in automotive electronics;



The average growth rate in 2016-2017 of the automotive activities of the TOP 20 automotive electronics
Tier 1 suppliers is very high (6,5%). This growth is driven by automotive electronics (10,2% average
growth). Still, the 2016-2017 growth of the automotive non-electronics sales is also very high (4,8%
average growth). Furthermore, the 2016-2017 growth is not an exception an such growth is expected to
continue over the 2017-2022 period;



The first three automotive electronics Tier 1 suppliers are the traditional three biggest German players:
Bosch, Continental and ZF. Their importance needs to be outlined. These three players alone represent
13% of the global automotive electronics Tier 1 suppliers’ turnover in automotive electronics and 11% of
the global automotive electronics Tier 1 suppliers’ number of employees in automotive electronics, that is
more than all the US players and almost as much as all the north American players (The USA, Canada
and Mexico). Apart from these three leaders, Germany’s automotive electronics ecosystem also counts a
lot of key players at the global scale: Hella, Leoni, Mahle, Draexlmaier, Webasto, Thyssenkrupp, Brose
Fahrzeugteile, Vibracoustic, etc.;



France is the second EU country in terms of automotive electronics capital ownership. France also benefits
from two very strong players: Valeo and Faurecia. Yet, contrary to Germany, the French automotive
electronics ecosystem does not count a lot of key players at the global scale apart from Valeo and
Faurecia.
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Table – 2017 – Worldwide ranking TOP 20 - Automotive electronics Tier 1 Suppliers (Hardware & Software) (1/2)

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil
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Bar charts – 2017 – Worldwide ranking TOP 20 - Automotive electronics Tier 1 Suppliers (Hardware & Software) (2/2)

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil
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ii. Geographic repartition of automotive electronics
from Tier 1 suppliers by nationality of principal
shareholders

Bar charts – 2017, Automotive electronics production (Hardware & Software) from
automotive Tier 1 suppliers - Global Repartition by nationality of principal shareholder – By
region

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil



The EU is by far the first region of the world in terms of capital ownership of automotive electronics Tier 1
suppliers;



Together, China and the other countries of Asia & Pacific (excluding Japan), own companies that produced
€ 75 B of automotive electronics in 2017, that is as much as North America.
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Bar charts – 2017 – Automotive electronics production (Hardware & Software) from
automotive Tier 1 suppliers - Global Repartition by nationality of principal shareholder –
Country ranking

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil



In terms of capital ownership, automotive electronics from Tier 1 suppliers is clearly dominated by two
leaders: Germany and Japan. They account for 47% of the global turnover and 46% of the global
employees;



Although North America ranks third in terms of nationality of « principal shareholder », a strong presence
of American shareholders in the capital of EU-owned firms needs to be noticed: Continental, Leoni AG,
Infineon, etc. This strong presence has become more and more pregnant within the past years. The real
influence of the USA (and accordingly North America), in terms of capital ownership is therefore more
important than this bar chart tends to suggest;



The importance of China in terms of capital ownership is growing at very fast pace since the Chinese
legislation from 1994 that force any foreign group moving to China to form a joint venture in which it cannot
hold more than 50% of the shares, the rest being hold by Chinese shareholders. China is already the fourth
country in terms of capital ownership.
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1.1.4 Technological and market
development
In the following paragraphs, 19 current and future technological developments are identified their impacts on the
European automotive electronic industrial base are analyzed.

i. Results summary
The three following tables provide a global technological roadmap of automotive electronics in terms of
Figure 1 – Technological maturity. At the global scale, each technology is defined at three different stages of
maturity.


R&D and tests: Signify that no carmaker has yet launched the industrial production of a car using that
technology (excluding concept cars).



Industrial production: Signify that at least one carmaker launched the industrial production of a car using
that technology (excluding concept cars).



Massive production: Signify that car production integrating the technology has already reached steps that
enable significant scale economies.

Figure 2 – Impact on the global automotive value chain in terms of competitive advantage and perspective of
volumes of production.
Important remark. Quick drop type system and wireless dynamic charging for automotive electric batteries are
considered as having no significant impact because they require high infrastructures investments to be set up at
large scales. Such infrastructure investments can only be made by states but in case they are made, such
technologies could turn out to be critic.
Figure 3 – European actors positioned on each technology.

Preliminary remark. Carmakers expect automotive components to last for hundreds of thousands of kilometers
over bumpy roads and a wide range of temperatures. Therefore, innovative physical components, equipments or
materials must feat specific restrictive physical conditions to be industrially integrated into automotives.
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Table (1/3) – Technology Roadmap – Automotive – Maturity of the technology at the global scale

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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Table (2/3) – Technology Roadmap – Automotive – Impact on the global automotive value chain in terms of competitive advantage and
perspective of volumes of production

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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Table (3/3) – Technology Roadmap – European Actors

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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ii. Embedded software
A. Environment recognition software
Definition: Embedded software directly related to the treatment and the analysis of images, videos, ultrasound
and/or data coming from radars. Such software can be segmented in three specific functions:
1.

Identification and classification of any type of potential obstacle (car, tree, truck, leaf, etc.)

2.

Calculation of relative speeds, scenario categorization and trajectory previsions. Such software can use
machine learning tools.

3.

Development of HD virtual maps. Those maps are then compared to sensing data to precisely geo-localize
ADAS level 3 (or more) vehicles and to distinguish permanent physical obstacles from moving objects.
Indeed, moving objects will be defined as objects non-identified by the 3D virtual map but identified by
sensors.

Mature applications:
ADAS. Such software are essential to level 2 and more ADAS (Advanced driver-assistance systems) and are
therefore being more and more integrated to high-range but also middle-range vehicles.
Here is a list of specific ADAS applications which require sensor processing software:


Emergency brake launch from pedestrian and car detection;



Lane departure correction system;



Safe distance keeping system;



Intelligent high beam control;



Speed limit indication through traffic signs reading.

Future applications:
Applications in line with ADAS level 3, 4 and 5.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading actors and related products:


Mobileye/Intel (The USA) (Mobileye is an Israeli company owned by Intel). Mobileye is currently the
market leader at the global scale



Valeo (France)



Bosch electronics (Germany)



Continental (Germany)



Delphi (The USA)



Hitachi (Japan)
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B. Machine learning / Deep learning
Considering artificial intelligence to be a broad concept with a diversity of definitions, we chose to focus on machine
learning software, that are part of artificial intelligence but with a clear and standardized definition.
Definitions:
Machine learning. Software set up to be able to learn -that is to design and launch updates- without human
intervention.
Deep learning. Branch of machine learning based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) that model high-level
abstractions in input data by using a graph representation comprising multiple processing layers (properties:
nonlinear connections, adaptability, fault tolerance). Those ANNs can combine alternatively data-driven
development and learning-algorithm development.
Mature applications:
ADAS. Such software is already integrated into new generations of Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
commercialized by automakers and operates two functions:


Detection, recognition and classification of multiple objects;



Prediction of actions.

Such functions will be essential to level 3 and more ADAS vehicles and are already integrated into some level 2
ADAS vehicles. The competitiveness of level 3 to 5 ADAS will highly depend on the well-functioning of such machine
learning software. As a consequence, the integration of machine learning software dedicated to ADAS applications
will be constantly rising at high rates up to 2030 and should reach most of middle-range vehicles during the 20222028 period.
Future applications:
Other machine learning applications are currently at the stage of R&D and tests and have smaller potential impacts
than ADAS applications.


Cybersecurity diagnostic. Machine learning can be used to operate automatic cybersecurity diagnostic.



Engine management diagnostic. Machine learning can be used to operate automatic engine electronic
network diagnostic.



Driver’s level of alert analysis. Machine learning can be used to operate automatic diagnostics of driver’s
level of alert thanks to biometrics data-bases processing and biosensors.

Standardization issue: The Automotive SPICE (Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination) and
ISO 26262 are addressing software structures as well as data calibration but are far from addressing the entire
scope of automotive deep learning. As a consequence, there is still a standardization gap that could accelerate the
market penetration of such solutions if it were filled.
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Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading actors and related products:


Mobileye/Intel (USA) (Mobileye is an Israeli company owned by Intel).
o

The EyeQ5 chip processes the more time-critical data from the stereo front camera and driver
monitoring camera, required for L3 automated driving.



Delphi (USA)



Nvidia (USA)
o

The Tegra K1 chip is dedicated to processing data from the four cameras to create a 360-degree
surround view of the vehicle when maneuvering in tight spaces.



Altera (USA)
o

The Cyclone V chip is used for most of the sensor data fusion, using an integrated ARM
processor.



Infineon (France)
o

The Tricore chip is responsible for making and executing decisions such as planning the vehicle’s
trajectory and speed.

C. Biometry
Definition: Software dedicated to the measurement and statistical analysis of people's unique physical and
behavioral characteristics.
Mature applications:
Those biometric software are for the most part already mature. Yet, biometric applications remain costly and are
not necessary for any current major automotive use. As a consequence, biometrics applications are mostly
integrated in high-range cars and that trend should last at least up to 2022.


Car access control & security. Biometric features recognition (face, iris, etc.) associated to steering
wheels and doors automatic immobilization actuators;



Safety. Face recognition and attention control dedicated to ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems);



Comfort. Driver health monitoring (heart rate, blood pressure, body heat, breathing rate, blood-alcohol
concentration, dashboard glucometers, etc.), voice commands and automatic body control actuation
(doors, seats, etc.).

Future applications:
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Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading actors and related products:


Infosys (India): Toyota’s Driver Awareness Research Vehicle (DARV 1.5) uses Microsoft Surface and
Kinect with biometric software by Infosys to create a system that eliminates distractions for drivers.



VocalZoom (Israel): Honda is working with VocalZoom’s Human to Machine optical sensors to provide
better voice-control performance on their cars.



Kakao (South Korea): Hyundai and Kia cars are using the Kakao AI platform to bring speech recognition
technology to its cars.



Iritech (USA)



Gemalto (France)

Here is an indicative list of carmakers integrating such solutions:


Volkswagen: The Volkswagen concept car Sport Coupé Concept GTE makes driving route decision
based on vital signs of the driver.



General Motors: GM’s smart cruise control system allows drivers to take their hands off the driving wheel.
But it uses facial recognition technology to keep track if the driver is paying attention to the road or not.



Ford: Ford has developed ECG car seats and dashboard glucose monitors. Future cars will have more
advanced cameras and sensors that will be able to perform full-body scans.

D. Blockchain
Embedded blockchain applications are currently being developed but are not yet integrated into commercialized
cars. In the coming decade, they should be integrated for remote payments safety purpose in the context of
connected cars. Indeed, cars will start to integrate remote payments applications for tolls and fuel purchase within
the context of the development of IoT networks in the coming years. Two factors argue for very low impact of
blockchain on automotive electronic value chain:
1.

Development of such blockchain application require the existence of complete IoT infrastructure networks
on territories (notably on toll stations and petrol stations). Such networks should not be set up at large
scale before years.

2.

Even if such networks existed and if remote payments systems were integrated into automotive at large
scale, blockchain software would remain a very small part of the global value of embedded software.

Blockchain applications in automotive are therefore negligible.
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iii.Electronic components/equipments
A. Leds
Leds is already mature technology that is steadily replacing the other automotive lighting components. Leds prices
are still higher than conventional bulbs but lead to lower energy consumptions. As a consequence, Leds already
replace conventional bulbs in most new car lighting applications that requires high energy consumption (position
light, stop light, etc.). Yet, for most low-range and mid-range vehicles, conventional bulbs remain the best costeffective option for low-consumption lighting applications (flashers, main beam, fog lamp, etc.).
Besides, the automotive industry is already the main market outlet for Leds and allow for large scale economies.
As a consequence, and in line with automotive industry growth, Leds average price should significantly decrease
within the coming years, leading to a constantly higher integration of Leds into cars.
Mature applications:
Here is a list of Leds automotive applications:


Comfort. Interior ambient lighting, adaptive exterior lighting both in term of distance and direction in order
to prevent pedestrian blindness.



Infotainment. Dashboard lights.

Future applications:
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading Leds suppliers:


STMicroelectronics (France)



Philips (Netherlands)



OSRAM (Germany)



Cree (The USA)



LG Innotek (South Korea)
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B. Ultrasonic sensors
Ultrasonic sensors use already mature technologies with continuously decreasing prices and miniaturization.
Ultrasonic sensors are the best-suited sensors (low-price and high-quality) for position sensing at very low distances
(up to 2 meters). Therefore, ultrasonic sensors are associated to park assist functions (one of the many ADAS
functions).
Yet, park assist functions (from collision warning to automatic parking) are one of the functions with the higher
expected penetration rate into high-range and middle-range vehicles at the global scale within the coming years.
Therefore, the automotive industry is already a critic outlet market for ultrasonic sensors and will generate very high
growth within the coming years.
Mature applications:
Here is the list of ultrasonic sensors’ automotive applications:


ADAS. Short-range ADAS applications (mostly park assist functions).

Future applications:
Other short-range ADAS applications required for ADAS level 3, 4 and 5.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading ultrasonic sensors providers:


STMicroelectronics (France)



Bosch electronics (Germany)



AMS (Austria)



NXP (Netherlands)



Murata (Japan)
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C. LIDAR
Definition: Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) are sensors using light in the form of an optical pulsed laser to
measure ranges (variable distances).
Current situation:
Today, automotive LIDAR sensors costs thousands of euros per unit. This price is prohibitive for a massive
integration of LIDAR into automotive.
Yet, LIDARs’ prices are constantly decreasing. In late 2017, Velodyne -the world leading LIDAR developerannounced an order from Ford with targeted prices of less than $500 per unit. Furthermore, by 2030, the average
cost of LIDAR sensors is expected to tend to less than 100$ per unit 36 in line with the rise of production volumes
enabling scale economies.
The current only LIDAR technology integrated into commercialized vehicles is the Velodyne's mechanical design,
using a laser that physically spins around 360 degrees several times per second. Emerging alternative technologies
are being developed that use a solid-state design with few if any moving parts. Such technologies could make the
units simpler, cheaper and much easier to mass-produce37. Such solid-state LIDARs are currently at the stage of
R&D and/or development but did not reach the commercialization step. Here is a list of the three main alternative
technologies:


MEMS LIDARs, using a tiny mirror -millimeters across- to steer a fixed laser beam in different directions.
Such a tiny mirror has a low moment of inertia, allowing it to move very quickly -quickly enough to trace
out a two-dimensional scanning pattern in a fraction of a second. Two leading startups working on MEMS
lidar sensors are Luminar and Innoviz. Another lidar company, Infineon, recently acquired Innoluce, a startup with MEMS expertise. One advantage of the MEMS approach is that a lidar sensor can dynamically
adjust its scan pattern to focus on objects of particular interest, directing more fine-grained laser pulses in
the direction of a small or distant object to better identify it—something that's not possible with a
conventional mechanical laser scanner.



Phased arrays, using a row of emitters that can change the direction of a laser beam by adjusting the
relative phase of the signal from one emitter to the next. At this point, phased-array lidars are mostly still
in laboratories. Quanergy is an American start-up working on this technology.



Flash lidar. A laser beam is diffused so it illuminates an entire scene in a single flash. Then a grid of tiny
sensors captures the light as it bounces back from various directions. One big advantage of this approach
is that it captures the entire scene in a single instant, avoiding the complexities that occur when an object—
or the lidar unit itself—moves while a scan is in progress. Yet, flash lidar isn't well suited for long-range
detection. And that's significant ADAS level 3, 4 and 5 will need lidars capable of detecting objects 200 to
300 meters away.

Mature applications:
-

36
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According to Alex Lidow, CEO of Efficient Power Conversion, a company that makes integrated circuits that are incorporated
in a number of lidar products.
37
See « Why experts believe cheaper, better lidar is right around the corner », Ars technica, 01/01/2018.
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Future applications:
ADAS. LIDARs are necessary to most ADAS (Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems) level 3 or more functions.
Such vehicles are not currently commercialized. LIDAR production dedicated to automotive is therefore very low.
Yet, Audi announced the commercialization of the world first ADAS level 3 vehicle in 2019. Thus, starting from
2019, the rise of ADAS level 3 vehicles production should lead to a significant rise of LIDAR production for the
automotive industry. This rise of the demand from the automotive industry during the 2020-2030 period is expected
to be concomitant with the emerging of alternative LIDAR technologies leading to even lower prices.
As a consequence, LIDARs production dedicated to the automotive industry is expected to significantly rise until
2022, and to skyrocket during the 2022-2030 period in line with the development of ADAS level 3 vehicles.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading LIDAR suppliers:


Velodyne (The USA)



Infineon (France)



Continental (Germany)



Bosch Automotive (Germany)



Luminar (The USA)



Innoviz (Israel)



Quanergy (The USA)
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D. Electronics related to connected cars
Definition: ECUs related to connected cars (also named telematic control units), sensors and software dedicated to
vehicles’ communication with their environments.
Current situation:
The current innovations in terms of network infrastructures (4G, 5G and long-range M2M networks such as Sigfox,
LoRa or Neul) will rise the possibilities of interactions between vehicles and their environment (V2V communications
for safety reasons, vehicles interactions with infrastructures such as tolls and petrol station, etc.). The number and
the value of embedded telematic control units should thus rise within the coming decade, in line with the
development of communication networks infrastructures at the global scale.
Mature applications


Software remote diagnostic and update

Future applications:
Here is a list of automotive applications using new generation communication infrastructure networks:


Remote payments: tolls, petrol stations, etc.



ADAS. Live vehicle-to-vehicle communications to avoid car accidents.

Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading telematic control unit providers:


Continental (Germany)



Bosch Automotive (Germany)



Huawei (China)



LG Innotek (South Korea)



Denso (Japan)
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E. Electric batteries: Lithium-ion/Lithium-air/Lithium-Sulphur
Definitions:
Lithium-ion battery. It is currently the most common electric battery technology.
Lithium-air battery. Currently at the stage of R&D and test. The particularity of this technology is that it uses the
oxygen contained in the air of the atmosphere to operate, which has the advantage of reducing the weight of the
accumulator. This technology is very promising but should not reach mass market before 40 to 50 years 38.
Lithium-Sulphur battery. Currently at the stage of R&D and test. The particularity of this technology is its very
high mass density energy, leading to better performances. Components are also cheaper and less toxic. A few
prototypes already exist with densities of 350 W/h, that could reach mass market in 10 to 15 years (that is up to
2030) 39.
Current situation:
On the short run, concrete innovations on automotive electric batteries that will have an impact on mass production
will only be incremental and will only concern Li-ion technologies. New technologies such as lithium-air batteries
and lithium/Sulphur batteries are very promising but will definitely not reach mass market by 2022. Therefore, the
main driver of battery costs decrease in the coming years will be the rise of the production leading to scale
economies. Optimization of batteries’ end of life is a third mean of reducing batteries average production costs, but
it requires high infrastructures investments that only states could make.
Yet, such innovations are keys to electric vehicles. Indeed, electric batteries represents around 25% of battery
electric vehicles’ weight40 and prices. Thus, lead battery providers are key partners of carmakers: LG Chem,
Samsung HDI and Panasonic are now as unavoidable as Bosch, Valeo or Continental regarding electric vehicles.
Partnerships between such providers and carmakers reflect three different strategies:


Vertical integration. Toyota owns 80% of Primearth, its historical battery provider.



Horizontal integration. General Motors and Renault set up co-innovations and research projects with LG
Chem.



Joint-Ventures. Nissan developed a joint-venture with NEC.

38

Jean Marie Tarascon, professor at the Collège de France at the Chemistry of solid and energy chair and creator at the CNRS
of the Electrochemical Energy Storage Research Network (RS2E)
39

Jean Marie Tarascon, professor at the Collège de France at the Chemistry of solid and energy chair and creator at the CNRS
of the Electrochemical Energy Storage Research Network (RS2E)
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For instance, the Chevrolet Bolt weights 1 617 kg and its battery weights 400 kg
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Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading Electric Battery providers:


Samsung HDI (South Korea)



LG Chem (South Korea)



Panasonic (USA)



BYD (China)



Wanxiang (China)



Toyota (Japan)



NEC (Japan)



Lishen (China)



GS Yuasa (Japan)

F. Infrared sensors
Definition: Sensors of infrared radiation (that is electromagnetic wave emitted by objects with temperature above 0
kelvin), that enable body temperature control.
Current situation:
Infrared sensors are already mature technologies for years and infrared sensors producers are able to provide
competitive infrared sensors to the automotive industry. Yet, the only existing automotive application for infrared
sensors is a measure of driver and passengers’ body temperature for comfort purpose (adaptive Heating,
Ventilation and Air-Conditioning). This comfort application concerns high-range cars, preventing infrared sensors
scale economies coming from the automotive industry. Besides, ADAS applications using infrared sensors may
only be integrated into ADAS level 3 vehicles and should therefore not lead to great growth, even on the long run.
Infrared sensors applications in automotive will therefore remain negligible for a long time.
Mature Applications:


Comfort. Infrared sensors enable driver health monitoring and adaptive HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and
Air-Conditioning), thanks to live measurement of passengers’ body temperature.

Future Applications:


ADAS (Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems). Automatic switch to autonomous driving mode in case
of sudden decrease of driver’s body temperature measured by infrared sensors.
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Actors
Here is an indicative list of leading infrared sensors leaders that may diversify their products in the automotive
industry:


Murata (Japan), is the current leading provider of infrared sensors for automotive.



Hoffmann-La Roche (Switzerland)



Medtronic (The USA)



Siemens healthcare (Germany)

G. Graphene dedicated to sensors or electric batteries
Current situation:
Graphene is a material that have been discovered in 2004. Yet, early 2018, the MIT succeeded to develop a
continuous manufacturing process that produces 3D long strips of high-quality graphene. This process can produce
five centimeters of high-quality graphene per minute. This is the first 3D graphene produced at speed and costs
that enable industrial production.
The potential applications of graphene in automotive could revolutionized this industry. Yet, at least 5 to 10 years
will last until the first commercialization of a car incorporating graphene sensors and/or electric batteries using
graphene.
Mature applications:
Future applications:
Automotive sensors. R&D projects are currently being conducted to develop sensors and biosensors using
graphene. Graphene’s conductivity characteristics are currently unequalled. Therefore, such sensors could have
way higher performances than current automotive sensors and biosensors, leading to an increase of the functions
and of the number of sensors integrated into cars.
Electric battery. R&D projects are currently being conducted to develop automotive electric batteries using
graphene. Graphene’s conductivity characteristics are currently unequalled. Therefore, such electric batteries could
have way higher performances than current automotive electric batteries, leading to potential rise of the batteryelectric-vehicles (BEV) market.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of companies involved in automotive graphene sensors R&D:


SHD composites (UK)



Applied graphene materials (UK)
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iv. Others
A. Graphene dedicated to physical structures
Current situation:
Graphene is a material that have been discovered in 2004. Yet, early 2018, the MIT succeeded to develop a
continuous manufacturing process that produces 3D long strips of high-quality graphene. This process can produce
five centimeters of high-quality graphene per minute. This is the first 3D graphene produced at speed and costs
that enable industrial production.
The potential applications of graphene in automotive could revolutionized this industry. Yet, at least 5 to 10 years
will last until the first commercialization of a car incorporating graphene sensors and/or electric batteries using
graphene.
Mature applications:
Future applications:
Automotive physical structure. R&D projects are currently being conducted to build automotive physical
structures using graphene. Graphene is very resistant and yet has a very low density. As a consequence, replacing
automotive physical structures’ material with graphene would lead to a huge decrease of automotives’ weight for
equivalent performances.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of companies involved in synergies between graphene and automotive:


SHD composites (UK)



Applied graphene materials (UK)
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B. 3D printing
Current situation:
3D production of specific spare parts (mostly in plastic or carbon fiber), easing stock management of spare parts.
Indeed, any spare part concerned can be immediately printed by 3D printers at little marginal costs. Audi and BMW
are already examples. Such 3D printing application could ease the rise of the proportion of embedded electronic
equipment in reducing the cost of other physical embedded parts. Furthermore, on the long run, 3D printed sensors
may replace current embedded sensors in many applications.
In the last decade, the use of high-Power LEDs led automotive lighting modules to become one of the main
characteristics of vehicles’ identification, offering new possibilities for car designers. To face the constraints
associated to the production of automotive lights with different and very specific forms, 3D-printing offers a reduced
prototyping time for automotive suppliers (during the conception phase).
Mature applications:
Production of bumpers, wind breakers, pumps, valves, cooling vents, body panels, control panels, hubcaps, tires,
suspension springs, dashboards, seat frames, and all other physical elements dedicated to protecting and/or
covering (battery cover, air conditioning ducting, etc.).
Future applications:
3D printing production of engine components and sensors are currently at the stage of R&D.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of companies positioned on automotive electronic 3D printing:


Stratasys (USA)



SLM Solutions Group AG (Germany)



Voxeljet (Germany)



3D Systems (USA)
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Diagram – Illustrated applications of AM in an automobile

AM = Additive Manufacturing

C. Hydrogen vehicles
Current situation:
Hydrogen is already a mature technology. The world’s first commercially available hydrogen fuel cell vehicle is the
Toyota Mirai which has been released in November 2014 and currently cost less than $60 000. Numerous
automakers are nowadays able to produce hydrogen vehicles at non-prohibitive costs. The purchasing costs, which
remain high, are indeed compensated by the low refuel prices. Yet, hydrogen vehicles’ market remains very small
with less than 50 000 vehicles sold at the global scale in 2017, which account for around 0,05% of the global
automotive sales (that is the equivalent of 5% of the Iranian automotive market). Indeed, hydrogen vehicles
development suffers from the competition between hydrogen cars, diesel/petrol cars and electric cars. Diesel/Petrol
cars will remain top sellers at the global scale unless a major rise occurs on oil prices -which is clearly unlikely
within the next 5 years in view of the remaining oil reserves and the shale gas development. Furthermore, hydrogen
development is limited by two major obstacles (which are similar to electric vehicles’ development obstacles but at
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much higher degrees): the complete absence of refueling capabilities network and the insufficiency of hydrogen
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production. Such elements require very high infrastructure investments that only states could make. Yet, returns on
such investments are way too low for the moment. As a consequence, similarly to electric vehicles’ market, the
hydrogen vehicles’ market will remain very small until such infrastructure investments are made but could skyrocket
if those investments were made.
Besides, similarly to electric vehicles, moving from petrol/diesel vehicles to hydrogen vehicles only impacts the
electronic contents of powertrain and chassis with limited consequences. Indeed, the powertrain/chassis electronic
content of diesel/petrol vehicles is already high (for consumption and pollution reduction purposes).
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of leading companies which develop hydrogen vehicles:


PSA (France)



Valeo (France)



Faurecia (France)



Symbio FCell (France)



Audi/Mercedes (Germany)



BMW (Germany)



Toyota (Japan)



Honda (Japan)



GM (USA)



Nikola Motors (USA)



Hyundai (South Korea)

D. Drones & automotive synergies
Current situation:
Every drones’ applications in the automotive value chain is complementary rather than in competition with
automotive electronic equipments/applications. Therefore, Drones will have either no impact on automotive
electronics, or may lead to a slight improvement of automotive industry productivity and therefore to a slight increase
in the potential electronic contents of cars.
Mature applications:


Automatic periodic surveys of finished vehicle inventory in open parking lots near manufacturing plants;



The use of drones on delivery vans to extend the reach of the vehicle. For example, delivering packages
to the balcony of a higher floor apartment;
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Actors:
Here is an indicative list of companies which develop synergies between drones and automotives:


Parrot (France)



Faurecia (France)



Amazon (USA)

E. Big data in automotive supply chain
Definition: Exploitation of new datasets generated by connected objects all along the value chain thanks to
dedicated software applications.
Current situation: Software dedicated to big data are already mature and will impact the automotive value chain in
the exact same way it will impact all industrial value chains, that is in terms of optimization of:


Customer behavior analytics;



Marketing mix analytics;



Supply chain optimization analytics;



Predictive quality and maintenance analytics.

Such supply chain improvement could reduce the current existing discrepancies between the SC supply chain and
the automotive electronic supply chain, resulting in lower costs of components. Yet, those improvements will not be
specific to neither SC components nor electronic equipments and will therefore be negligible for the automotive
electronics industry.
Besides, automakers are setting up new ECUs dedicated to live treatment and responses to data collected by
embedded sensors (for instance to immediately decrease CO2 emission in case of peak). Yet, those new ECUs
are not directly associated to “big data”, but to applications such as ADAS, engine control for pollution reduction,
etc.
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F. Quick drop type system / Wireless dynamic charging for
electric batteries

Two solutions are currently technically proved to reduce the electric battery autonomy issue for all car segments:
Quick drop type system and wireless dynamic charging.
Definitions:
Quick drop type system. Electric vehicles chassis configuration system that allow for electric battery change in
less than 5 minutes.
Wireless dynamic charging. Use of an electromagnetic field to transfer energy between the vehicle and the road
through electromagnetic induction. The higher the speed of the vehicle is, the faster the charge operates.
Current situation:
Quick drop type system. Although this technology is mature, it requires a network of garages able to operate the
change and a standardization of electric batteries and chassis among carmakers (or at least a standardization of
the chassis part involved in the replacement of the battery). As a consequence, this technology is rarely adopted
for now. The world first launched of a hundred quick drop stations was made by Renault in Israel in 2011.
Wireless dynamic charging. Although this technology is mature, it requires a complete replacement of current
roads and therefore very high and unlikely infrastructures investments.
Actors:
Here is an indicative list of companies which develop quick drop type systems:


Renault (France).

Here is an indicative list of companies which develop wireless dynamic charging systems:


Qualcomm (USA);



KAIST (Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology);



Renault (France);



Vedecom (France).
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1.1.1 MNE interactions
i. Automotive IC Worldwide summary
Automotive IC global market in 2016


The automotive IC market is the fourth IC Market (out of six) in terms of turnover in 2017, with 7.7% global
market share;



The automotive IC market represents € 27.7 billion in 2018;

Automotive IC global growth 2016-2021


The automotive IC market is the first IC Market in terms of expected compound annual growth rate in the
2016-2021 period;



The automotive IC market is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of 13.4% on the 20162021 period: from € 19.3 billion to €36.2 billion. The total automotive IC market jumped by 10% in 2016, a
big turnaround from the 2% decline registered in 2015. Moreover, a 22% surge is forecast for this market
in 2017.

Automotive IC market characteristics


Low volumes: lower than consumer markets’ volumes, but greater than aeronautic/defense/security and
spatial volumes;



Low prices;
o

In line with the very high-quality standards and with the long product life cycle in automotive, this
end-user segment is consuming for the most part old technologies (40-60 nanometers rather than
7 nanometers). These old technologies have lower prices than advanced technologies;

o

Furthermore, automakers are players with great negotiation power and on the other hand.
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Very high-quality standards: Higher to consumer segments and equal to aeronautics/defense and
spatial segments;



Therefore, the increase of the global automotive SC market is the result of
o

Decreasing prices;

o

Stable technologies;

o

Stable players;

o

Volumes that are skyrocketing (in line with the average content per car).

The EU’s position


The European automotive IC market represents €8.9 billion in 2018;



Asia-Pacific first passed Europe to become the largest total automotive IC market in 2015. It is forecast to
hold a 37% share in 2021, up from an expected 35% share in 2017. The Asia-Pacific automotive IC market
is forecast to be 20% larger than that of Europe in 2021;



From 2016 to 2021, although all geographic regions are forecast to enjoy strong automotive IC sales
growth, Europe will experience the smallest growth with a 12.5% compound annual growth rate.

There is a dichotomy between advanced technologies (MPU / MCU), and older technologies in Europe
-

In terms of production of older technologies, the EU remain well positioned in particular thanks to the
size and the growth of the industrial, automotive and aeronautics/defense/security end-user segments.

-

On the contrary, advanced technologies are no longer manufactured in Europe (except for the design
and for a few very specific advanced technologies), so that Europe will soon become dependent of Asia
regarding these technologies (leading to sovereign risks, climatic risks like earthquake, etc.). This
dependence should impact the automotive segment within the following decade. Indeed, automotive quality
standards are very high, leading to the quasi-systematic adoption of old technologies that have been proven
reliable. As a consequence, it traditionally lasts a decade between the production of an IC new technology
and its large-scale integration into automotives.
The manufacture of advanced technologies is leaving the EU because of the lack of public investment to
support the manufacture of such technologies compared the US and Asia (in particular China).
Yet, in terms of capital ownership, the EU players are still well positioned on advanced technologies:
Infineon, STMicroelectronics, NXP and XFab. As a consequence, the middle-term risk only concerns the
production of advanced technologies in Europe but do not concerns the know-how (patents, skilled-jobs,
design, etc.).
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Automotive will be impacted by this phenomenon through every new application that involves advanced
technologies (ADAS and infotainment in the first place). Yet, as shown in the diagram below, power
electronics and ADAS do not involve a great amount of advanced technologies (300 mm) and represent a
great part of automotive electronics.

Diagram - Within a car, most silicon is used for powertrain, infotainment and safety

41

ADAS = Advanced Driver Assistance System
Source: Siltronic

Automotive IC sub-segments


Analog ICs are by far expected to continue to represent the largest product segment within the automotive
IC market throughout the forecast period;



MPUs42 and DSPs43 are forecast to continue to comprise a very small share of the automotive IC market
through 2021;



The automotive memory IC market is forecast to increase 73% from €2.4 billion in 2017 to €4.2 billion in
2021, in a great measure due to the rise of embedded software and the need to operate fast live updates
which requires systems to operates while the update is launched, and therefore to copy the entire system
in memory.

41

ADAS = Advanced Driver Assistance System
MPU = Micro processor
43
DSP = Digital Signal Processor
42
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Roadmap – For every electronic system type, what is the size and growth of automotive in Europe compared to the other segments and what is
the European position in automotive compared to the other regions
Source: DECISION Études et Conseil, IC Insights
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The table above provides for each electronic system type an overview of:
1.

The size of the European automotive market compared to the other European markets;

2.

The growth of the European automotive market compared to the other European markets;

3.

The size of the European automotive market compared to the other regional automotive markets.

Analog


With € 3 869 Millions in 2017, automotive is the first European end-user segment in terms of analog
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 10% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is also
the first European end-user segment in terms of analog consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 36% of the global consumption, Europe is the first region of the world in terms of analog
consumption dedicated to automotive.

The automotive is very consuming in terms of analog compared to the other segments, and the automotive
consumption in terms of analog will increase within the coming years. Indeed, automotive electronics involves a lot
of sensors, cabling and information transmission tools.

Logic


With € 867 Millions in 2017, automotive is the third European end-user segment in terms of logic
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 19% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is the first
European end-user segment in terms of logic consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 25% of the global consumption, Europe is the second region of the world in terms of logic
consumption dedicated to automotive.

Automotive is not very consuming in terms of logic (apart from MCUs).
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MOS Memory


With € 293 Millions in 2017, automotive is the fourth European end-user segment in terms of MOS Memory
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 27% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is the first
European end-user segment in terms of MOS Memory consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 17% of the global consumption, Europe is the third region of the world in terms of MOS
Memory consumption dedicated to automotive.

Historically, automotive is not very consuming in terms of memory. Yet, for a few years, the importance of memories
in automotive is rising at fast pace in line with the growing importance of embedded software 44. Still, this growth will
not last on the middle/long term and will not lead automotive to become one of the first electronic memories markets.
Indeed, even if the storage capacity embedded into cars were to double, the automotive memories market would
remain very low in value because the automotive market is a low-volume market (with only 93 Million automotive
produced every year compared to the 1 500 Million smartphones produced every year at the global scale).
Furthermore, no more memories are produced in Europe apart from embedded memories: MCU, NAND, etc.
(produced by Infineon, and STMicroelectronics).
MCU are one of the only advanced technologies with a remaining strong productive base in Europe. Indeed, the
automotive and industrial segments consume a lot of MCU and Europe is specialized in Automotive and Industrial.

MOS DSP


With € 458 Millions in 2017, automotive is the first European end-user segment in terms of MOS DSP
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 12% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is also
the first European end-user segment in terms of MOS DSP consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 42,5% of the global consumption, Europe is the first region of the world in terms of MOS DSP
consumption dedicated to automotive.
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In particular, a lot of memory is required for operating systems update’s purpose.
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MOS MCU


With € 1 693 Millions in 2017, automotive is the first European end-user segment in terms of MOS MCU
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 10% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is also
the first European end-user segment in terms of MOS MCU consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 30% of the global consumption, Europe is the first region of the world in terms of MOS MCU
consumption dedicated to automotive.

Historically, automotive is not very consuming in terms of memory.
Furthermore, no more memories are produced in Europe apart from embedded memories: MCU, NAND, etc.
(produced by Infineon, and STMicroelectronics).
MCU are one of the only advanced technologies with a remaining strong productive base in Europe. Indeed, the
automotive and industrial segments consume a lot of MCU and Europe is specialized in Automotive and Industrial.

MOS MPU


With € 38 Millions in 2017, automotive is the fifth European end-user segment in terms of MOS MPU
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 15% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is the
third European end-user segment in terms of MOS MPU consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 9% of the global consumption, Europe is the third region of the world in terms of MOS MPU
consumption dedicated to automotive.

TOTAL ICs


With € 7 218 Millions in 2017, automotive is the second European end-user segment in terms of ICs
consumption.



With an estimated compound annual growth rate of 12% over the 2017-2022 period, automotive is also
the first European end-user segment in terms of ICs consumption growth in value.



Finally, with 31% of the global consumption, Europe is the second region of the world in terms of ICs
consumption dedicated to automotive.
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ii. Interactions between SC and Automotive supply
chains
The characteristics of the Semiconductors supply chain and the automotive supply chain differ in several ways 45,
leading to discrepancies:

1.

Product life cycles.
Most of semiconductors are integrated into products with shorter sales periods than automotives:
computers, phones, home appliances, etc. (e.g. less than a year for mobiles phones against 3-7 years for
a car). In other words, the semiconductor market is globally much more volatile than the automotive
market. As a consequence, the development cycles of these two industries are frequently out of line.

C.Forster, M.Zapp, J.Aelker, E. Westkämper and T.Bauernhansl

This phenomenon brings the following consequences:
o

Spare parts supply. Automakers needs guarantees that spare parts can be supplied in
unmodified technical form for periods of 15 to 25 years. Such long-term supplies represent a
challenge for semiconductor suppliers: both maintaining production capacity for spare parts
or properly storing semiconductors for long periods engages high costs.

o

Delay in the innovation process. Because of the shorter innovation cycles in the semiconductor
industry than in the automotive industry, some semiconductors technologies are already outdated
at the launch of a new car production

These analyses are inspired by the article “Collaborative value chain management between automotive and semiconductor
industry: an analysis of differences and improvement measures”, written by C.Forster, M.Zapp, J.Aelker, E. Westkämper and
T.Bauernhansl.
45
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2.

Quality. At the global scale, the average share of semiconductors that leaves the manufacturing process
without defects (default rate) is estimated to lie around 1 ppm (1 / 1 000 000). This yield is about the same
for every of semiconductors’ applications (telecommunications, home appliances, etc.). Yet, the criteria to
evaluate the defect rate significantly differs from an end-user segment to another. In the automotive
industry and the spatial industry are the two end-user segments with the highest test criteria. Indeed, a
semi-conductor integrated in a car must be able to tolerate temperatures from -40 to +150 Celsius degrees.
Besides, the life of an electronic component inside a car is very short in terms of real time of use46. Yet,
the default rate of an electronic component is very high not only at its end of life but also at its early life
(see the graph below). It therefore even more difficult for SC manufacturers to meet the default rates
imposed by the automotive industry.

Graph – Electronic components life cycle

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil

These high-costs certification activities lead the automotive industry to keep older semiconductor
technologies (implying delay in the innovation process), which results in high costs for semiconductor
suppliers.
3.

Lead times. Lead time in the automotive industry lies between 2 and 4 weeks, while lead time in the
semiconductor industry lies between 10 and 16 weeks. In other words, the average lead time in the
automotive industry accounts for one fourth of the average lead time for semiconductor components.
o

Planning horizons. Those different production lead times lead to different planning horizons (up to
six months). It is usual practice that semiconductor suppliers get reliable planning data from their
automotive customers only for the next 2-3 months. This lack of planning reliability pushes some
semiconductor producers to build up large stocks that leads to high costs. This issue is worsened
by the complexity of the automotive supply chain through its division between automakers and Tier
1, Tier 2 and Tier 3 suppliers: OEMs pass down only part of the information given by automakers so
that semiconductor suppliers tend to consult sub-party sources for their long-term planning.

46

Although a customer can hold the same car for 20 years, this car will be in fact used only 67 full days to cover a distance of
80 000 km. As a consequence, the electronic devices inside the car will only be used 67 full days over the 20 years period.
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High negotiation power form carmakers. Furthermore, among all the end-user segments, clients in the
automotive industry are the SC clients that own at the same time the highest financial/commercial power and the
deepest technical knowledge of the IC industry.
Indeed, most commercial relationships in the automotive industry involve 3 types of players: a car manufacturer
(Renault, etc.), an automotive Tier 1 supplier (Valéo, etc.), and a semiconductor manufacturer. The automotive Tier
1 supplier is already appointed by the automaker when those two players launch the negotiations with the SC
manufacturer. The manufacturer lists his needs and provide the design while the tier 1 supplier set up the technical
specifications and identifies the corresponding price thanks to his good knowledge of the semiconductor industry.
Automotive Tier 1 suppliers have most of the time an in-depth knowledge of the SC industry (prices, costs and
returns), because a significant share of their engineers started their careers in the SC industry. A few carmakers
even require a minimum percentage of employees among the engineering teams of semiconductor manufacturers
in charge of customer relations to undertake several weeks trainings in order to become familiar with their practices
(including quality standards).

Yet, IC manufacturers also have incentives to take strong positions on the automotive market:
1.

Stability of customer-supplier relationships. Because of the strong requirements from automakers and
automotive Tier 1 suppliers, the customer-supplier relationships in the automotive segment are very stable.
Yet, on the short and middle run, this stability is threatened by the will of China to control the entire
automotive electronic value chain. Chinese carmakers and automotive Tier 1 suppliers are already key
players at the global scale and China impose foreign automakers and Tier 1 suppliers to set up joint
ventures with Chinese players in order to set up activities in China. Now that such Chinese actors gained
sufficient negotiation power at the global scale, they are thriving to progressively impose Chinese SC
manufacturers at the bottom of the value chain. It is very unlikely that the traditional stability of customersupplier relationships in the automotive segment will be sufficient to protect the EU SC manufacturers’
market share from the attempt of China to take the lead of the value chain. A proactive industrial policy will
be required if the EU is to protect the market share of the EU producers.

2.

Low volatility. Automotive is one of the least volatile SC end-user segments. The industrial segment and
the aeronautics/defense/security segment also benefit from a very low volatility, but those two segments’
sizes are much smaller than the size of the automotive segment (both in volume and in value).

3.

Automotive investments benefit to every other electronic segment. Investments required in the
automotive segment to meet standards, deadlines and yields are then applied to all the other electronic
segments at no additional cost.
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Those elements are summarized in the following diagram:

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil
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iii.Automotive IC growth (IC Insights)
Automotive IC is the end-user application that is growing the fastest with 13.4% compound annual growth rate over
the period 2016-2021.

Although automotive IC sales only represent 7.7% of total IC sales in 2017 (far less than computer, communications
and consumer applications), this market is expected to account for nearly 10% of total IC sales in 2021, which
would make it the third-largest end-use application for ICs, slightly ahead of the consumer segment.

Pie chart – IC Market by End-Use Application
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Bar chart – 2015-2021F Automotive IC Market

Source: IC Insights

The average IC content per vehicle is also expected to rise at a compound annual growth rate of 8% over the 20172021 period to reach 664$ per vehicle in 2021, which would represent 6-7% of the average vehicle total cost.
Such a rise of automotive IC is in line with the global development of automotive electronics: ADAS applications,
but also infotainment applications and -only on the short run- powertrain applications (see the paragraph “Historical
evolutions of the supply chain in terms of applications”).
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Yet, in addition of the global automotive electronics growing factors, automotive IC may specifically rise in line with
electric vehicles’ development. In 2017, electric vehicle 47 IC content’s price is twice standard vehicle IC content’s
price (990$ against 489$), and that gap is expected to rise within the coming years. As a consequence, the current
trend of electrification of powertrains will drastically rise automotive IC content.

iv. The EU position in terms of IC consumption (IC
Insights)
Finally, for many years, Europe was the largest market for automotive ICs, but that changed in 2015 when the AsiaPacific region edged ahead of Europe. Asia-Pacific’s regional market share is forecast to expand through 2021 to
represent 37% of global automotive IC sales.

Pie chart - Automotive IC Market by Region
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Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) and Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
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From 2016 to 2021, although all geographic regions are forecast to enjoy strong automotive IC sales growth, Europe
will experience the smallest growth with a 12,5% compound annual growth rate. Within Asia-Pacific, China
continues to be instrumental in driving automotive IC sales. China is increasing emphasis on electric vehicles, which
will help boost automotive IC sales in that country.

Regional Auto IC Market Growth (2016-2021F CAGR)

Source: IC Insights
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v. The EU position in terms of Automotive IC suppliers

Table – 2017 – Ranking TOP European automotive electronic components manufacturers

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil

Bar chart – Automotive semiconductor – Global market shares 2017
Total market in 2017: $34.5 B

NXP

12.5%

Infineon

10.8%

Renesas

10.0%

TI

8.0%

STMicro

7.1%

Bosch

5.5%

ON Semi

4.8%

Rohm

2.7%

Toshiba

2.7%

ADI

2.6%

Source: Strategy Analytics

On Automotive semiconductor, NXP (n°1), Infineon (n°2), ST (n°5) and Bosch (n°6) covers 36% of a WW market
of $34.5 B.
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Infineon automotive sales represented 42% of its turnover in 2017, that is € 2 989 M.



STMicroelectronics automotive sales represented 40% of its turnover in 2017, that is € 2 848 M.
Automotive is by far the first market for STMicroelectronics. In 2008, the first market of STMicroelectronics
was telecommunications (Nokia), with 20% of the total turnover (€ 1 340 M). In 2008, automotive IC sales
only represented 15% of STMicroelectronics total turnover, that is € 1 006 M.



NXP became one of the world’s largest automotive IC supplier in 2016 following its $ 11.8 billion acquisition
of Freescale Semiconductor in December 2015. NXP automotive IC sales represented € 2 255 M in 2017
(29% of NXP’s total turnover). During 2017, NXP was itself the target of an acquisition by Qualcomm,
which agreed to buy the Dutch chipmaker for $ 39 billion. The completion of the transaction was delayed
in 2017 by a European Commission review of the acquisition. Since then, this acquisition has been
cancelled. Qualcomm was drawn to NXP for at least two automotive-related reasons. First, NXP is the
largest supplier of automotive ICs. Its portfolio would have help significantly diversify Qualcomm’s offering
and would have provide it an entry into multiple markets outside its core mobile chipset business. Second,
NXP is using its chips to gain a foothold in the emerging market for self-driving cars, a market in which
Qualcomm wants to participate.



AMS automotive sales represented 20% of its turnover in 2017, that is € 213 M.

Although interested in the related growth prospects, TSMC and the other European manufacturers do not hold
significant market shares in the automotive segment and do not try to improve their market shares in this segment.
It is indeed long and difficult to enter the automotive segment because of the stability of the customer-supplier
relationships.
NXP and AMS are not considered as “European” in terms of capital ownership in this study. Indeed, the principal
shareholders of both NXP and AMS are American (the USA).
Yet, altogether, the EU producers account for 20% of the global Automotive IC production in 2017. The EU is
therefore the third region for Automotive IC production in terms of nationality of principal shareholder after North
America and Other Asia & Pacific (South Korea, etc.).
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Diagrams - 2017 - Global repartition - Automotive IC production in terms of nationality of
principal shareholder

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil
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Appendix – Automotive report

i. Appendix 1 - Prodcom figures
The Prodcom database provide specific “factory-gate” data. Prodcom present the volume of units produced by factories (only) and the related average price of every product.
The issue regarding automotive electronics is that Prodcom only provide data on very specific sub-systems.
Therefore, those data are absolutely not representative of the global EU automotive electronic production.
The table below present a summary of Prodcom’s data regarding automotive electronics.

Prodcom statistics

Source: Eurostat - Prodcom
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In terms of vehicle speed indicators, the EU production jumped from € 285 000 in 2010 to € 800 000 in 2016, which
represents a compound annual growth rate of 19% during that period.

In terms of electric burglar or fire alarms and similar apparatus for motor vehicles, the EU production fell from €
390 000 in 2010 to € 381 000 in 2015, which represents a compound annual growth rate of -0,5% during that period.
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ii. Appendix 2 - Automotive electronics engineering
activities
The following table present the global repartition of the production of value in automotive electronics from
automakers engineering offices48 (software & hardware).
The production of automotive electronics equipments by automakers is almost null.
Yet, at the global scale, engineers employed by automakers and dedicated to automotive electronics issues
represent around 99 300 people and produce a turnover of € 55 B in 2017.
In other words, engineers employed by automakers and dedicated to automotive electronics issues represent 12%
of the global automotive electronics number of employees in engineering offices and 25% of the global automotive
electronics turnover generated by engineering offices.
Therefore, automakers are key players in terms of automotive electronics engineering.

Table - 2017 - Global Repartition of value in automotive electronics from automakers
engineering offices (hardware & software)

Source: DECISION Études & Conseil

48
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Factories, sales offices, design offices, offices dedicated to test drive as well as engineering offices dedicated to motorsport are excluded from
the analysis.
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Bar charts - 2017 - Global repartition - Automotive electronics from automakers engineering offices (hardware & software)
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Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil

Bar chart - 2017 - Global repartition - Automotive electronics from automakers engineering
offices (hardware & software)

Source: DECISION Etudes & Conseil

The USA and China are the two single countries which hold significant automotive electronics engineering
workforce from foreign automakers.
In the USA, automotive electronics engineers employed by foreign automakers represents almost 3 603 employees
and € 2 135 M of turnover in 2017.
In China, automotive electronics engineers employed by foreign automakers represents almost 2 700 employees
and €1 560 M of turnover in 2017.
The Chinese figures are rising at impressive paces for two reasons:
1.

China is already the first automotive market and will be even more significant within the coming decades.
Automakers want to set up engineering office close to this market in order to facilitate the interactions
between Chinese production facilities and engineering offices and to gain a better understanding of the
Chinese automotive ecosystem.

2.

Since 1994, the Chinese government forces foreign companies investing in China to set up joint ventures
and prevents them from owning more than 50% of the shares of these joint-ventures.
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Methodology

Source: DECISION Études et Conseil

The following table present the methodology we used to estimate the global repartition of the production of value in
automotive electronics from automakers engineering offices. We directly studied the annual reports and other
relevant information of the top 10 global automakers as well as BMW and Daimler. Those 12 automakers represent
73% of the global motor vehicle production. The other 27% have been estimated only using our expertise and the
headquarter location of the automakers.

iii.Appendix 3 – Eurostat SBS industry database
figures
In the figures below, the data come from the SBS industry database (Structural Business Statistics, Annual detailed
enterprise statistics for industry, Eurostat). Four variables are analyzed:


Turnover produced;



Employees;



Added value at factor costs;



Investment (Net investment in tangible assets).

Therefore, the following sequence of diagrams shows the EU repartition of turnover, employment, added value and
investment in terms of manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles in the EU.
They bring forwards the predominance of Germany and its hinterland (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria,
Hungary, Romania, etc.). In 2015, east European Union represented 45% of the EU in terms of turnover, 72% of
the EU in terms of employees, 41% of the EU in terms of added value and 63% of the EU in terms of investment.
Germany alone represented 26% of the EU in terms of turnover, 10% of the EU in terms of employees, 26% of the
EU in terms of added value and 17% of the EU in terms of investment in 2015.
The figures of Romania regarding employment are surprising. According to Eurostat, Romania alone represented
14% of the EU in terms of turnover, 34% of the EU in terms of employees, 13% of the EU in terms of added value
and 32% of the EU in terms of investment in 2015. That seem a little too high compared to the other countries in
145

comparison with our other data sources.
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